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Abstract
Mobile devices are gradually changing people’s computing behaviors. However, due to the limitations of
physical size and power consumption, they are not capable of delivering a 3D graphics rendering experience
comparable to traditional desktops. Many applications with intensive graphics rendering workloads are
unable to run on mobile platforms directly. This issue can be addressed with the idea of remote rendering: the
heavy 3D graphics rendering computation runs on a powerful server and the rendering results are transmitted
to the mobile client for display. However, the simple remote rendering solution inevitably suffers from the
large interaction latency caused by wireless networks, and is not acceptable for the applications having very
strict latency requirements.
In this thesis, I present an advanced low-latency remote rendering system that assists mobile devices
to render interactive 3D graphics in real-time. My design takes advantage of an image based rendering
technique: 3D image warping, to synthesize the final display image on the client from the multiple depth
image references generated on the server. This Multi Depth Image approach can successfully reduce the
interaction latency for any user interaction that changes the rendering viewpoint and at the same time
maintain high rendering quality. The success of the proposed system depends on two key components: how
to select the reference viewpoints and how to compress multiple depth image references efficiently. I propose
a Reference Prediction Algorithm for real-time reference selection and a high performance warping-assisted
video coding method to compress both image and depth frames in real-time. Furthermore, I also discuss
about how to evaluate the real interactive performance of the proposed system. A prototype system that
runs several visualization and game applications has been implemented to evaluate and demonstrate the
proposed design.
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Rvi A rendering server output frame. Depending on which remote rendering approach is taken, the
output can have different representations. The subscript i indicates the frame number and the
superscript v is the rendering viewpoint at which this rendering result frame is processed.
Rcvi The encoding result of R
v
i . The subscript and superscript have the same meaning as above.
R′
v
i The decoding result of Rc
v
i . The subscript and superscript have the same meaning as above.
Ivi A rendering result image frame. It is generated by rendering the source 3D content Si at the
rendering viewpoint v.
I ′
v
i The restored result of I
v
i after encoding and decoding. I
′v
i = dec(enc(I
v
i )). Unless lossless coding
is used, I ′
v
i is different from I
v
i .
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Iv→v
+
i It is generated by processing R
′v
i at the viewpoint v
+. The exact process depends on which
remote rendering approach is taken.
I˜i An image frame that is actually displayed on the remote rendering client. According to different
remote rendering designs, I˜i can either be I
′v
i or I
v→v+
i .
Dvi A rendering result depth frame. It is generated by rendering the source 3D content Si at the
rendering viewpoint v, and extracting the pixel depth value from z-buffer.
W v→v
+
i A warping result frame. It is generated by warping depth image < I
v
i , D
v
i > to a different
rendering viewpoint v+ with the 3D image warping algorithm.⋃
k W
refk→v
i The composition result of k warping result frames.
∆i A difference image frame. ∆
v→v+
i specifically denotes the difference between I
v+
I and W
v→v+
i .
I(x, y) The pixel in the image I with x as the vertical coordinate and y as the horizontal coordinate.
BW The bandwidth of the network connection.
rtt The round trip time of the network connection.
FPS The frame rate: frame per second.
errdisk The threshold of the image difference when evaluating the rendering quality.
errresp The threshold of the image difference when evaluating the response time.
Qi Rendering Quality.
Tresp The time it takes a remote rendering system to respond the viewpoint change on the client side.
E(Treps) Average Response Time. It is the expectation of Tresp.
p Penalty Probability.
M A motion vector of the user interaction that changes rendering viewpoint.
S A set of all input frames for video coding.
R A set of all R frames. ‖R‖ denotes the number of R frames in the set.
W A set of all W frames. ‖W‖ denotes the number of W frames in the set.
r The actual bit rate of the encoded video. rS denotes the bit rate of the whole video, rRI , rRD ,
and rW denote the bit rate of R frame image, R frame depth, and W frame, respectively.
req The target bit rate set for video encoding. reqS denotes the target bit rate of the whole video,
reqRI , reqRD , and reqW are used to configure x264 to encode image, depth, and residue.
b bx denotes the size of the encoded frame x.
t In Chapter 5, tX denotes the time of playing the frame set. tS denotes the video time. tRI ,
tRD , and tW denote the time to play the component frames. Since the frame rate is the same,
tX ∝ ‖X‖. In Chapter 6, tx denotes the time that frame x stays on the screen.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Motivation
The recent explosion of mobile devices (e.g., smart phones, tablets, etc.) is changing people’s computing
behaviors. The mobile device has many advantages comparing with desktops and laptops in processing daily
computing tasks (e.g., replying emails, browsing web, watching videos, etc.). First, the small size and long
battery life make it convenient for people to carry everywhere and use anytime. Second, the mobile users
are always connected to the Internet wherever there are cellular signals. Third, the physical sensors (e.g.,
accelerometers, GPS, etc) provide new methods to interact with many applications and greatly improve the
experience of using mobile devices. As more and more applications have been ported to mobile device, it
has a promising future to become the major gateway device of computation and Internet.
However, not all applications can be directly ported to mobile platforms and the applications with com-
plex 3D graphics belong to this category. Figure 1.1 shows a few examples. These 3D graphics applications
depend on the modern GPU to perform the rendering computation and can not be supported on the mobile
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 1.1: (a) Visualization of complex 3D models [85]; (b) The state of art 3D video game [23]; (c) 3D
Tele-Immersion: rendering the 3D video of real-world objects captured by multiple depth cameras [33]
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platform which does not have enough computing resources. Although the latest mobile devices also have
GPU cores inside, the rendering capability of mobile GPUs falls far behind desktop GPUs. Table 1.1 com-
pares the performance difference between the state-of-arts of both mobile and desktop GPUs1 in the market
at the time of writing this thesis. Obviously, the desktop GPU has a far better performance than the mobile
GPU. More importantly, due to the restriction of physical size and power consumption, mobile GPUs may
not be able toto reduce this performance gap even in the future.
Table 1.1: Comparison of Mobile GPU and Desktop GPU
PowerVR SGX 543MP2 AMD RadeonTM HD 6990
APIs DirectX 9.0, OpenGL 2.1 DirectX 11, OpenGL 4.1, etc.
Core Number 2 3072 ALU, 192 TU, 64 ROP, 256 Z-Stencil
Bus Width 64 bit 256 bit
Pixel Fill Rate 1000 Mpix/s 56.3 Gpix/s
Texture Fill Rate 890 Mtex/s 169 Gtex/s
FLOPS 19.2 GFLOPS 5.4 TFLOPS (single precision),
1.37 TFLOPS (double precision)
In addition, some graphics applications require not only a powerful GPU for rendering, but also huge
network bandwidth to transmit the 3D data. For example, rendering the 3D model scanned from real-world
statues [39] needs to streammillions of polygons. In a 3D tele-immersive system, like TEEVE (Tele-immersive
Environments for EVErybody) [92], a Gbps level bandwidth is needed to exchange all 3D video streams2
between different sites in real-time [91]. In these cases, network bandwidth becomes another bottleneck
because the wireless networks available for most mobile devices can only provide a few Mbps of effective
bandwidth.
This thesis research is motivated to find a method that allows the computation and bandwidth intensive
graphics applications to run on the mobile device with limited computing and networking resources.
1.2 Research Challenges
Remote rendering is a simple but effective solution. A workstation with enough computing and networking
resources is used as the rendering server (in some contexts, “server” is used for short). It renders the 3D
graphics contents, extracts the result image from the frame buffer, and sends to the mobile client (in some
1AMD RadeonTM HD 6990 (http://www.imgtec.com/powervr/powervr-graphics.asp), one of the fastest desktop GPU
is compared with PowerVR SGX 543MP (http://www.imgtec.com/powervr/powervr-graphics.asp), the GPU used in Apple
iPhone 4S. Since there is no benchmark that can be used to test both desktop GPU and mobile GPU, only the numbers cited
from the specification sheets are compared.
2Unlike the 3D stereo video that has two 2D video streams for different eyes and provides the audience with depth impression,
the 3D video in this thesis is reconstructed from a bundle of multiple depth image streams that are captured by different 3D
cameras. It allows the user to interactively change the rendering viewpoint. It is also called free-viewpoint video according to
[79].
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Figure 1.2: The framework of a remote rendering system
contexts, “client” is used for short). The mobile client simply displays the received 2D images. Figure 1.2
shows an illustration. In a remote rendering system, the rendering server equipped with the most advanced
desktop GPUs performs 3D graphics rendering while the mobile client only receives images. Therefore, even
the mobile client with no graphical hardware at all can still have the same desktop rendering experience. The
network problem is also solved. The rendering server can use high-bandwidth wired network connections to
receive 3D data. The bandwidth required by the mobile client only depends on the images received from
the rendering server.
However, remote rendering only works perfectly for the “watch-only” applications. For the applications
with frequent user interactions, it brings a new problem of interaction latency, which in this thesis is defined
as the time from the generation of a user interaction request till the appearance of the first updated frame
on the mobile client. From Figure 1.3, it indicates that the interaction latency should be no less than the
network round trip time between the server and client. The long latency can significantly impair the user
experience in many application scenarios. For example, the previous work [6] showed that 100 ms is the
largest tolerable latency for the first person shooting games. Unfortunately, the remote rendering systems for
mobile devices can have very large network latencies due to the limitation of current wireless technologies.
The measurement studies [68, 45] reported 700+, 300+, and 200+ ms latencies in GPRS, EDGE, and UMTS
cellular networks. Therefore, the remote rendering solution can hardly meet the latency requirement unless
we manage to reduce the interaction latency less than the network latency.
Besides, there are some other challenging issues to address in order to design and build a good remote
rendering system for mobile devices:
• Compression: A remote rendering system needs a constant bandwidth connection between the render-
ing server and the mobile client. Even though the bandwidth requirement only depends on the images
generated on the rendering server, it still can break the maximum limit of mobile networks easily. For
example, assuming the rendering images have a resolution of 640×4803 and the rendering frame rate
3640×480 is a sufficient resolution to present enough details on most smartphones. However, it is not enough for most
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Figure 1.3: The illustration of interaction latency
is 30 fps4, the bandwidth required to stream all uncompressed raw images to the mobile client is over
100 Mbps, which is far more than what the current mobile networks (i.e., 3G, or 4G LTE) can provide
in the real world. Therefore, the rendering images have to be highly compressed before sending to
mobile clients.
• Rendering Quality: The goal of remote rendering is to achieve the desktop level 3D graphics experience
on mobile devices. Therefore, any method used to reduce network bandwidth or interaction latency
should not compromise the rendering quality presented on mobile devices. For example, It is not
favorable to use very large quantization parameters in video encoding because the blurred video loses
the demanded rendering quality and impairs the user experience.
• Real-Time: For the remote rendering system with high rendering frame rate (e.g., 30 fps), the rendering
server should complete the rendering and encoding computation of every frame within a deadline
(e.g., 33ms). Even for the applications that do not require high rendering frame rate, the real-time
processing is still demanded because any delay will be added to the interaction latency and affect the
user experience.
tablets that have larger screens.
430 fps or higher frame rate is demanded in most motion intensive applications, like games.
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My thesis statement is summarized as:
Design and build a remote rendering system that can assist mobile devices in real-time to ren-
der complex interactive 3D graphics with high rendering quality, low interaction latency, and
acceptable network bandwidth usage.
1.3 Solution Overview and Thesis Outline
I propose a real-time remote rendering system for interactive mobile graphics. The rendering server of the
proposed system sends the carefully selected depth images to the mobile client. On the client side, if there
is no user interaction that changes the rendering viewpoint, the image is directly displayed. Otherwise, the
mobile client runs the 3D image warping algorithm [48] to synthesize an image at the updated rendering
viewpoint with the received depth images, and displays this synthesized image before any further updates
are received from the rendering server. Therefore, the interaction latency of the proposed remote rendering
system is reduced to the time of image synthesis on mobile, which is independent of network latency. Figure
1.4 shows an illustration.
As an outline, this thesis is organized by answering the following questions:
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1. What are other remote rendering designs proposed in the history?
Chapter 2 is a survey of remote rendering. Different remote rendering designs proposed in the history
are summarized, reviewed, compared and analyzed. According to the type of data that is sent from
server to client, remote rendering systems can be divided into two major categories: model based and
image based. The model based remote rendering requires the client to share the 3D graphics rendering
computation with the server. The image based systems, on the contrary, leave all the rendering
computation on the server and requires no special graphical hardware on the client.
2. What data type can be effectively used in remote rendering systems to reduce interaction latency?
Chapter 3 builds a remote rendering model, compares the data types used in different remote rendering
designs, and concludes that using multiple depth images to represent a 3D scene frame can help reduce
interaction latency. As we have introduced at the beginning of this section, the depth image can
be used to synthesize the image at a different rendering viewpoint with a computation efficient IBR
(image based rendering) method called 3D image warping [48]. Using two or more carefully selected
depth images to warp multiple times can effectively compensate the warping artifacts and increase
the quality of the synthesis image. Therefore, while the client is waiting for the server updates, the
synthesis images can be displayed to reduce interaction latency (Figure 1.4).
3. How does the rendering server generate the most appropriate depth images given the strict real-time
requirement?
Chapter 4 formulates a reference selection problem, defines what depth images should be selected as
the image based representation of the 3D scene frame, and discusses several algorithms which can be
applied on the rendering server to find these depth images. The search based algorithms can find by
definition the most appropriate candidates but ask for too much computation. In order to meet the
real-time requirement, a reference prediction algorithm has been proposed. The algorithm predicts
the reference position based on a warping error model and the evaluation indicates that the prediction
result is close to the optimal result.
4. What real-time video coding method can be applied to take advantage of the depth images and improve
the compression ratio?
Chapter 5 introduces a novel real-time video coding method that takes advantage of the graphics
contexts to improve coding performance. The performance of real-time video coding falls far behind the
general-purpose oﬄine coding because many standard optimization techniques can not be applied in the
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real-time coding scenario. In the proposed remote rendering system, the encoder on the rendering server
is able to utilize the camera motion information inside the graphics engine and the generated depth
images to exploit more redundancies between frames. The experiments on the game play sequences
indicate that the proposed real-time video coding method has the potential to beat the state-of-art
x264 [24] with real-time video coding configuration.
5. What is the appropriate method to evaluate the interactive performance of the proposed remote render-
ing system?
Chapter 6 explains the difficulty of evaluating the interactive performance of the proposed remote
rendering system. Conventionally, the interactive performance is measured with latency. However, for
the systems enhanced with latency reduction techniques, both latency and rendering quality should
be considered in performance evaluation. A new metric DOL (distortion over latency) is defined as a
weighted sum of all frame distortions during the update latency. The new metric can better evaluate
the interactive performance of rendering systems with the proposed run-time performance monitor.
Several real-device experiments are designed to support the conclusion.
Chapter 7 discusses some limitations of the proposed remote rendering design, suggests a few possible
directions that can improve the system, and concludes the thesis.
1.4 Contributions
The contributions of this thesis can be summarized in the following aspects:
• This thesis research studies the remote rendering system from a new perspective. A network-related
latency reduction problem is transformed to a content-dependent image based representation problem.
Although the concepts of IBR have been studied for many years, my work presents that these old
concepts can still be applied to the area of mobile computing and solve new problems.
• My research is a good example for other researchers who try to solve similar network latency problems.
My design philosophy of the proposed remote rendering system is to overcome the network latency by
distributing the rendering computation between the rendering server and mobile client appropriately.
I believe this concept of computation distribution will be very useful for many other applications that
require the integration between the cloud computing and mobile devices.
• To the best of my knowledge, my work of real-time coder is the first to study using the rendering
contexts to assist real-time video coding in the area of cloud gaming, and by far, I present the best
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solution that integrates the graphics rendering contexts and IBR techniques into video coding. It
points out a new direction of using context information to improve the performance of the general
purpose video coder in some specific application scenarios.
• The remote rendering tool RRK (Remote Rendering Kit) I have developed for the thesis research can
have practical impacts on designing cloud gaming or remote visualization systems. Since I plan to
publish the tool as an open source project, it will benefit other researchers who also have interests in
remote rendering researches or demos.
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Chapter 2
Remote Rendering Survey
The concept of remote rendering appeared early when PC was not powerful enough to process 3D graphics
rendering. Sharing a dedicated graphics workstation over network to provide rendering services stimulated
the research of remote rendering [56]. Besides, remote rendering has also been applied in building virtual
reality or augmented reality systems where the display module (embedded wearable devices) is separated
from the rendering server [2][77].
In this chapter, I will take a survey on the remote rendering systems that have been developed for different
purposes in the history. The chapter is organized by dividing all cases into two major categories: general
purpose design and specialized design. Typical approaches and systems of each category are reviewed
in details. The survey of the first category will include the introduction of the background information
of rendering technology while the discussion of the second category will present how remote rendering
technologies are widely used in different areas.
2.1 General Purpose Remote Rendering
A general purpose solution is expected to support any application that follows OpenGL standard. The
remote rendering function module is built into the system library. Therefore, the program can be remotely
rendered without modifying the source codes.
Before introducing different remote rendering designs, it is necessary to go over some background knowl-
edge of rendering systems. Considering most academic and open source remote rendering systems discussed
in this chapter are developed on top of Linux, we use Linux as the explanation platform.
2.1.1 Rendering Basics
The 2D graphics rendering system in Unix/Linux is managed by X window system [70]. The X window
system has a server-client model (Figure 2.1)1. Each X application runs as a client. The operating system
1Note that the server and client here have different definitions from those studied in remote rendering systems
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hosts the X server which connects to the hardware driver. The X application (X client) generates low level
XLib operations (e.g., drawing a window, filling a region with a specified color, etc.) based on what content
the application wants to draw on the screen. These XLib operations are sent to X server using X protocols.
The X server performs the rendering and draws the result in the display frame buffer. The design of X
is network transparent, which means, X applications can display on a remote X server by sending XLib
operations over network.
Compared with the 2D graphics rendering supported by native X design, the evolvement of 3D graphics
rendering and OpenGL [89] makes the rendering system more complex. X server does not perform 3D
graphics rendering directly. Instead, the operating system needs an OpenGL rendering pipeline, which
is usually supported by graphics hardware (i.e., GPU), to process all rendering operations. 3D graphics
rendering usually needs much more data than 2D rendering. The 3D data (including geometry and texture)
needed for rendering a scene is not bounded by the drawing area on the display, but proportional to the size
of the original 3D graphics model. It is normal to pass millions of polygons to the OpenGL pipeline when
very complex scene objects are rendered. Therefore, in order to reduce the overheads of passing all 3D data
through X server, the X window system allows OpenGL programs to bypass X server and directly send all
rendering data (including geometry, texture, and OpenGL commands) to the OpenGL driver2. Figure 2.2
2The bypass is supported by Direct Rendering Infrastructure (DRI): http://dri.freedesktop.org/wiki/
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shows an illustration.
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With a big picture of the rendering system, it is easy to discover that there are three basic approaches
to a remote rendering design. According to what type of data is transmitted between server and client, we
can summarize these approaches as follows:
• Model-based Approach: 3D source data (including geometry, texture, and OpenGL drawing commands)
are transmitted from server to client and 3D graphics rendering happens on the client, where X server
is hosted.
• Image-based Approach: 3D graphics rendering happens on the server, where 3D applications run, and
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only the rendering result images are sent to the client, where X server is hosted.
• Hybrid Approach: The data generated on the server are a mix of 3D source data and images. Both
server and client share the computation of 3D graphics rendering.
2.1.2 Open Source Approaches
GLX [62] was designed as the OpenGL extension to the X window system 3. The functions of GLX are
summarized as follows:
• It comprises APIs that provide OpenGL functions to X applications;
• It extends X protocols to allow X applications (X client) to send 3D rendering data (including geometry,
texture, and OpenGL commands) to the X server either on the same machine or on a remote server;
• It enables the X server that receives 3D rendering data from X clients to pass the data to the underlying
3D driver (i.e., graphical hardware).
This extension allows the 3D graphics applications to display on a remote X server like other X applications
(Figure 2.3).
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Figure 2.3: GLX in 3D Graphics Remote Rendering
NX [7] is a protocol that improves the native X protocol in the scenario of remote rendering. Compression,
caching, and round trip suppression are included in the NX protocol to boost the overall speed of streaming
3WGL [58] and CGL[1] are similar interfaces provided for Windows and Mac OS X, respectively.
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rendering operations. Although NX is not specifically designed for 3D graphics rendering, it adds the support
to GLX so that the protocol can be used to accelerate 3D rendering data streaming as well.
GLX is a model-based approach. Strictly speaking, it can not be called “remote rendering” because all
3D graphics rendering computation actually happens on the “client”. The “server” where 3D applications
run only performs the computation to generate the 3D rendering data. This approach fits for the applications
having the computation bottleneck in generating 3D data dynamically. However, it is not applicable to the
mobile client scenarios because it requires the client to have powerful graphical hardwares. In addition,
since all 3D rendering data is transmitted over networks, rendering complex scenes can easily overwhelm the
available network bandwidth.
Stegmaier et al. integrated an image based approach into X Window system [82, 81]. For 3D graphics
applications, the 3D rendering data is sent to the 3D driver on the server. After rendering, the result image is
extracted, encoded, and transmitted to the client. But for other 2D graphics applications and the operating
system user interface, only the XLib commands are transmitted to the client side. The client performs 2D
graphics rendering and merges the received 3D rendering image into the display frame buffer. This approach
also leads to an open source project: VirtualGL [13]. Figure 2.4 illustrates the framework of VirtualGL.
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For this image based approach, the system can take full advantage of the rendering capability on the server
and requires no special graphical hardware on the client. In addition, it reduces the network bandwidth
usage significantly when complex 3D models are rendered because the bandwidth for this approach only
depends on the image resolution and refreshing rate.
2.1.3 Proprietary Approaches
Several proprietary general-purpose solutions have also been proposed. OpenGL Vizserver [56, 26] from
SGI was very similar to the VirtualGL approach in Figure 2.4. It allowed a remote user to run hardware-
accelerated graphics applications on an SGI graphics station and display on a remote client. HP Remote
Graphics Software [28] also supported the hardware-accelerated remote rendering. Compared with the
previous approaches, RGS featured in supporting multiple viewers to connect to a single server simultaneously
for a collaborative session mode. ThinAnywhere [83] fromMercury International Technology provided similar
services. A proprietary interactive Internet Protocol (iIP) was used to deliver images from server to client.
The protocol secures the transportation with AES-128 encryption. In addition, the server and client of
ThinAnyWhere runs on either Windows or Linux.
2.1.4 Thin Client
The thin client approaches, including VNC [67], RDP [14], SLIM [72], THiNC [4], and many others surveyed
in [90, 34], have been developed to remotely access computer applications and share computing powers on
the central server. For example, a VNC server maintains a software frame buffer to save all graphical outputs
and sends the content of this frame buffer to a client. An open protocol, known as Remote Frame Buffer
(RFB), is defined for a VNC viewer (client) to send event messages (e.g., mouse and keyboard events) to
a VNC server and request screen updates from the server. THiNC took a different approach. The server
simulated a pseudo video card driver to collect all low level drawing commands and sent all the commands
to the client. Figure 2.5 compares the difference of thin client systems with the remote rendering approaches
(X/GLX and NX) introduced previously.
Thin client is not equivalent to the remote rendering discussed in this thesis. Most early thin client
systems are designed to support remote desktop which only requires 2D graphics rendering. Therefore most
thin client systems do not support the remote rendering of 3D graphics natively. In addition, most thin
client designs focus on the networking protocols rather than the distribution of rendering computation. Last
but not the least, the pursuit of “thin” client design makes the system less capable of taking benefits from
the available computing resources on the client side.
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However, it is still useful to include thin client systems in this survey. First, the later thin client de-
signs, such as THiNC supported 3D graphics rendering and could be considered as a general purpose remote
rendering system. As we have introduced earlier, the THiNC server forwards all video card drawing com-
mands to the client and belongs to the model based streaming approach. Second, the networking protocols
can be reused in remote rendering systems. For example, HP’s RGS used the VNC protocol for keyboard
event and screen update. VirtualGL was also integrated with VNC for network streaming. The new VNC
implementation developed with VirtualGL was named as TurboVNC [13].
2.2 Specialized Remote Rendering
The specialized remote rendering solutions introduced in this section are designed from the beginning to
meet the special requirements of one particular application. This section is organized based on system usage.
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2.2.1 Cloud Gaming
The industry of 3D video gaming has been the major force to push the whole 3D graphics rendering tech-
nologies forward. Conventionally, the player needs to buy game consoles or the powerful GPUs to play the
most advanced video games. The emerging cloud gaming service introduces the idea of remote rendering
into the game industry.
OnLive4 is a well known proprietary cloud gaming solution. It is an image-based approach: the 3D video
games are rendered on the cloud server maintained by OnLive; the game scenes are extracted from the frame
buffer of the rendering server and streamed to game players through broad-band networks. A customized
video coder is used to compress game images and save the bandwidth usage [61]. Instead of buying any
game console hardware, the game players only need to set up a broad-band network connection to play the
most advanced video games freely on their PC, Mac, big screen TV (equipped with a set-up box), or even
mobile devices5. The client needs very light hardware to receive, decode, and display the game video stream.
At the same time, the client collects the user input signals (e.g., the events of mouse, keyboard, or game
controller) and sends back to the rendering server to interact with game programs. The most impressive
feature of this commercial system is the low interaction latency. OnLive guarantees the interaction latency
for wired network users to be less than 80 ms.
There are several other proprietary solutions similar to OnLive. SteamMyGame6 is a software that
allows users to set up their own machines as the game server and stream the game to the other machine
running as client. The software provider does not maintain any cloud server to provide the cloud gaming
service. GaiKai7 is a similar cloud gaming platform to OnLive but it is open to both game players and game
developers. Other systems like G-Cluster8, OTOY9 and T5Labs10 all claim to have the similar cloud gaming
concepts.
In academia, there are also researchers working on rendering games remotely. Game@Large [18, 53] is
a model-based approach. The server streams all 3D data and rendering commands to the client and the
rendering actually happens on the client. Therefore, a “fat” client with graphical hardware is required. The
research focused on compressing 3D data effectively to save network bandwidth and using RTP protocols
for network transmission.
Jurgelionis et al. [30] proposed a hybrid approach based on Game@Large. The system can adaptively
4http://www.onlive.com
5Currently, the OnLive only allows mobile users to watch the game play because the less than 100 ms latency can not be
guaranteed for wireless networks .
6http://streammygame.com/
7http://www.gaikai.com/
8http://www.gcluster.com/
9http://www.otoy.com/
10http://t5labs.com/
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select one of the following two approaches to render games. For “fat” clients, all graphics rendering commands
and 3D data are streamed as the original Game@Large design. For the “thin” client which does not have
enough 3D rendering power, the games are rendered on the server and the game video compressed with
H.264 [88] is streamed to the client.
Winter et al. [15] also proposed a similar hybrid approach to improve the shortcomings of traditional
thin client designs in video gaming applications. The improved thin-client protocol combines both game
video streaming and FreeNX [7] together. For the scenarios with intensive motions, the video encoded by
x264 [24] is used; and for the static scenes, FreeNX protocol is used to send 3D rendering data to the client.
2.2.2 Virtual Environment
The early researches on the networked virtual environment focused on using multiple machines to syn-
chronously render the same virtual world and were stimulated by different applications, such as online
gaming and virtual reality systems [77]. Compared with the cloud gaming system explained in the previous
subsection, the virtual environment has two features. First, it remains static and does not change over
time. Thus, a virtual environment rendering system does not require a high refreshing rate. Second, the 3D
graphics model of a virtual environment can be too complex to stream to one client completely in real-time
for interactive rendering.
Schmalstieg’s remote rendering pipeline [71] used the server as a 3D model database. The concept of
AOI (area of interest) was proposed to transmit the models only viewable to client based on the current
client viewpoint. In addition, the server database organizes all 3D graphic models as different LOD (level of
details) and stored in Oct-Tree structure. For different zone of AOI, different level of details are transmitted.
Although all the rendering computation happens on the client side, this approach allows the server to
progressively transmit the complex virtual environment to the client using constrained network bandwidth.
Video streaming has also been applied for virtual environment design. An MPEG-4 streaming based
virtual environment walk-through was introduced by Noimark et al. in [54]. The 3D scenes of the virtual
environment rendered on the server are encoded in real-time to MPEG-4 video and streamed to the client.
This approach does not need to analyze the source 3D models to determine LOD but requires constant
network bandwidth between server and client for video streaming all the time.
Bao and Gourlay [3] designed a new virtual environment walk-through system using 3D image warping
[48]. 3D image warping is a well-known IBR technique. Given the pixel depth and rendering viewpoint,
the algorithm can efficiently warp an image to any new viewpoint. In their system, the server renders the
virtual scene and streams the result image together with the depth map to the client. The client simply
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displays the received images. When the user interaction changes the rendering viewpoint, the client can
run the 3D image warping algorithm with both color and depth maps to synthesize the new image at the
updated viewpoint. The server only needs to send the different image between the actual rendering result
and the warping result to the client, which can save network bandwidth usage compared with the approach
that transmits the whole image. Chang and Ger [9] proposed a similar idea to render 3D graphics scenes on
mobile devices. Instead of using only one depth image, they designed the server to render the scene from
different viewpoints and generate LDI (layered depth image) [75]. With LDI, the client can synthesize high
quality display images without further updates from the server.
Another IBR assisted virtual environment system creates an environment map representation (e.g.,
pamorama). The idea originated from the famous QuickTime VR system developed by Chen in [10]. The
panorama created on the server allows the client to pan in a 360-degree range without requesting further
updates from server. Boukerche and Pazzi [8] presented their mobile virtual environment navigation system
based on panorama rendering.
A virtual environment navigation system that adaptively selects meshes, simplified meshes or IBR rep-
resentations for streaming was introduced in [73, 46, 47]. The system goal was to determine the most
appropriate representation based on the client rendering capability, network performance, and user require-
ments.
2.2.3 Remote Visualization
Most remote rendering systems are designed for remote visualization. I divide them into sub-categories
based on the system features.
• Visualization on “Thin” Clients : In the early days when PC was not powerful enough for 3D graphics
rendering, The major motivation of studying the remote rendering framework was to achieve high
quality graphics experience on the computer without high performance graphical hardware. However,
the client is usually more powerful than simply displaying images.
Levoy [38] proposed a hybrid solution to take use of the limited computing resources on the client. The
server generates a simplified low-quality polygon representation from original 3D models while render-
ing the scene at the given viewpoint. Instead of sending rendering results directly to the client, the
server sends a low-quality model and the difference image between the low-quality rendering result and
the original rendering result. The client renders the low-quality model and adds the difference image
to recover the final display image. This design intended to improve the problem that JPEG/MPEG
encoding standards did not perform well in compressing synthetic images.
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• Visualization on Mobile Devices: The mobile device can also be considered as a “thin” client but
adding more constraints. For example, the display screens of mobile devices are usually small.
Duguet and Drettakis [17] proposed a point based rendering scheme to take advantage of the small
screen size of the mobile device. The server converts the original 3D mesh model to a point cloud,
and sends the point cloud to the client. The size of the point in this point cloud representation is
determined by the mobile screen resolution. Therefore, the client only renders a point cloud with the
constrained size no matter how complex the original 3D graphics model is.
Lamberti [36] used a video streaming approach to accelerate graphics rendering for PDAs because the
mobile device usually has dedicated hardware to decode standard video streams. All the rendering
computation is performed on the server and only the result images are updated to mobile clients. More
analysis about the latency issues of this simple image streaming approach and the improvements on
image compression and network streaming were discussed in his successive work in [35].
• Web-Based Visualization: The web-based remote rendering system allows any client using a standard
web browser to access the rendering service provided by the server. The limitations of such systems
include the overheads of standard web communication and the lack of assistance from client.
The Reality Server [55] from Nvidia is a good example web-based rendering service. The rendering
computation runs on the Nvidia Telsa GPUs11. The user can interact with the photorealistic rendering
images through web browsers (with appropriate plugins).
Yoon and Neumann [94] designed a web-based system using IBR techniques. The technique referred
as “ray casting” is similar to other IBR techniques introduced in view interpolation [11] and 3D image
warping [48]. The performance of their system was compared to other image-based approaches using
JPEG or MPEG-2 standards in terms of the rendering result compression ratio.
• Large Scale Volume Data Visualization: Rendering large scale volume data remotely is practically
demanded in the area of medical image visualization. For example, the visualization of CT scan
results is very helpful for the doctor to diagnose. However, the size of the volume data is usually too
large to transmit over networks and render on less powerful computers or mobile devices.
The interactive Micro-CT scan exploration system designed by Prohaska et al. [64] stores all the
volume data in the server and retrieves the sub-volume data for the client to render. Engel et al. [20]
developed a remote rendering system for very large volume data set visualization. The server renders
11According to http://www.mentalimages.com/products/realityserver/realityserver-software/technical-specifications.html,
Quadro series GPUs are also supported when the server runs on Linux platform.
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the volume to 2D slices with texture mapping and sends the requested slice to client. The client
renders the 2D slice locally. This hybrid approach takes advantage of both the high-quality rendering
on server and the local rendering for latency reduction. Ma and Camp [42] addressed the issues of
rendering time-varying volume data for remote clients. The main contribution of their system was to
utilize multi-core super computers to render the volume data in parallel.
• Security: Remote visualization systems are also used to protect valuable 3D source data from leaking
to malicious users. Koller et al. [31] developed this idea into a protected interactive 3D graphics
rendering system. The server stores the valuable 3D model data scanned from the famous artwork,
and provides the rendering service to client users. Only the rendering image results are sent to the
client so that the 3D sources are well protected.
2.3 Collaborative Rendering
Some rendering systems can not be strictly named as remote rendering, but very related to my thesis
research. I summarize them in a separate category: collaborative rendering.
Mark [44, 43] proposed to use post-rendering technique to interpolate new frames between the image
frames that are actually rendered by the 3D graphics rendering engine. His system aimed to increase the
rendering frame rate because the GPU was not powerful enough at that time to render complex 3D scenes
fast enough to meet the refreshing requirements. A 3D image warping engine driven by CPU was used
to work together with GPU simultaneously to generate more frames. Smit et al. [78] took a very similar
approach in building a virtual reality rendering system in order to increase the rendering rate to 60Hz. These
are the examples of the collaboration between CPU and GPU.
Zhu et al. [95] developed a collaborative rendering system to enable light-weight users (e.g., mobile
client) to join Second Life 12. Conventionally, a Second Life client needs to download the virtual world map
and all avatar’s information from the game server and render the game scene locally. In Zhu’s system, not
all clients need to have powerful graphical hardware to rendering the virtual world. The light-weight player
can request the game scenes (in the format of depth image) rendered by his neighbors13 and synthesize the
display image from the received depth images. Zhu also studied how to extract foreground objects from
background scenes to achieve better quality. In this case, the rendering is collaborated with network peers.
In the situation that 3D data are too large for only one machine to finish rendering, the workload will
be divided into small parts and collaborated within a cluster. IBM’s Deep Computing Visualization (DCV)
12http://www.secondlife.com/
13The neighbor refers to the players whose avatars are close to this player’s avatar in the virtual world
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system [80] offers a combination of scalable rendering infrastructure and remote delivery of imagery in
a client-server configuration. On the back end, DCV intercepts the OpenGL command stream and routes
subsets of the command stream to different nodes of a distributed-memory system for rendering. Sub-images
from each node are then collected and combined into a final image, which is then compressed and sent out
to a remote client for display. Like VirtualGL, the DCV system sends the XLib protocol directly to the
client for processing. OpenGL pixels are compressed and sent over a separate communication channel to a
custom OpenGL client. The communication protocol for transporting OpenGL imagery is proprietary.
Chromium RenderServer [59, 29] is another scalable remote rendering system. The rendering server is
built on the cluster where the rendering data set is huge and needs to be paralleled to different nodes. The
major improvement of Chromium RenderServer over IBM DCV is the support of parallel rendering. Other
than that, the system is designed to be compatible with RFB protocol used by VNC viewers so that the client
of Chromium RenderServer can be any VNC viewer. Lamberti et al. [35] proposed a video streaming system
to improve Chromium. The rendering cluster was used not only for 3D rendering, but also for distributed
video coding to compress the MPEG-4 video in real-time.
2.4 Summary
I have briefly surveyed different remote rendering designs proposed in the history. My survey does not cover
many technical details of each design, but shows a big picture of how remote rendering technologies can be
applied to solve different problems.
Neither the model-based approach nor the image-based approach can be directly used for remote ren-
dering for mobile interactive graphics as required in my thesis research. Sending 3D data does not help
solve the networking and computation problems of mobile devices and using only image frames in remote
rendering has the serious problem of interaction latency.
Some specialized approaches using other forms of representation may be appropriate for mobile devices.
The detailed analysis of how each approach can be used for the purpose of interaction latency reduction is
discussed in the next chapter.
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Chapter 3
System Analysis and Design
In this chapter, I will first study how to design a remote rendering system that can stream complex 3D
graphics scenes to mobile devices with low interaction latency. A remote rendering model is developed and
used to analyze the previous designs surveyed in Chapter 2. Then I present the core of this thesis research,
the design of a real-time low-latency remote rendering system, and demonstrate a prototype system that I
have implemented.
3.1 Remote Rendering Model
This model is built to characterize the key requirements in designing a remote rendering system. S = {Si}
denotes all source 3D contents. For every scene, the server takes Si as input, processes some operations, and
generates a result Rvsi :
Rvsi = proc s(Si, vs)
where vs is the rendering viewpoint maintained on the server. Rvsi is usually encoded before network
streaming.
Rcvsi = enc(R
vs
i )
The encoded data is sent into the network, that has a bandwidth BW and a round-trip time rtt1. On the
other side, the client runs decoding to retrieve the data.
R′
vs
i = dec(Rc
vs
i )
In our research, we assume that the distortion caused by encoding/decoding is minimal.
diff(Rvsi , R
′vs
i ) < ǫ
1For simplicity, we add all network related factors to rtt, such as the retransmission due to packet loss, control overheads,
the delay caused by traffic congestion, the waiting time in a streaming buffer, etc.
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Figure 3.1: Illustration of remote rendering model
Therefore, we use Rvsi and R
′vs
i interchangeably when encoding/decoding is not specially mentioned in the
contexts. After the client has R′
vs
i , it generates the display image:
Ivs→vci = proc c(R
′vs
i , vc)
where vc is the rendering viewpoint maintained on the client. For most time, vc should be equal to vs.
However, as illustrated in Figure 3.1, there exists a period of viewpoint inconsistency when user interaction
happens.
This simplified model can be used to analyze a remote rendering design. In Chapter 1, I have summarized
four requirements for a remote rendering system:
1. Latency: The interaction latency should be reduced so that the system can respond to user interactions
as fast as possible.
2. Quality: The client is expected to display a good quality rendering result, as if the client has the same
computing resources as the server;
3. Real-Time: All rendering and encoding computation should be completed before the next rendering
frame arrives.
4. Compression: The data that is sent from the rendering server to the client should not use more network
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bandwidth than expected.
These requirements can be formally represented by equations using our remote rendering model.
First, average response time is used to reflect how fast the system is responsive to the user interaction
that changes the rendering viewpoint (i.e., the user interaction changes the rendering viewpoint on the client
from v to v+. Before the update request is received by the server, vs = v, vc = v+). The response time
Tresp is defined as follows:
Tresp(v → v+) =


T (proc c) diff(Iv→v
+
i , I
v+
i ) < errresp
T (proc c) + T (proc s) + T (enc) + T (dec) + rtt+
‖Rcv
+
i ‖
BW
else
(3.1)
where the function T (func) returns how long it takes to execute func, and ‖Rcv+i ‖ is the frame size. When
the user interaction changes the client rendering viewpoint from v to v+, the client should update the
viewpoint change to the server. At the same time, the client runs proc c again based on the existing R′
v
i and
generate Iv→v
+
i . If the image I
v→v+
i is already similar to the standard rendering result I
v+
i , the response
time is only the execute time of proc c. Otherwise, the client needs wait until the updated frame Rcv
+
i is
sent back from the server. This is the interaction latency problem discussed in Chapter 1. Based on Eq.
(3.1), average response time is represented as E(Tresp):
E(Tresp) = T (proc c) + p ·
(
T (proc s) + T (enc) + T (dec) + rtt+
E(‖Rc)‖)
BW
)
(3.2)
where E(‖Rc)‖) is the average size of the data frames generated on the server. p is the penalty probability
that Iv→v
+
i is not similar to I
v+
i
p = P
(
diff(Iv→v
+
i , I
v+
i ) ≥ errresp
)
(3.3)
The goal is to have the average response time less than the largest tolerable latency delaymax. From Eq.
(3.2), the most effective method to reduce E(Tresp) is to reduce the penalty probability p. If p can be reduced
to zero, the interaction latency becomes independent of network (rtt). Therefore, the latency requirement
can be presented as:
T (proc c) < delaymax and p→ 0 (3.4)
Second, the rendering quality metric Qi is used as the quality of the images displayed on the client when
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there is no viewpoint inconsistency (i.e., vs = vc = v). The definition of Qi is:
Qi = diff(I
v→v
i , I
v
i )
where Ivi is the result image of rendering Si at the viewpoint v.
Ivi = render(Si, v)
Please note that Ivi may not be actually generated in the system, but only used to evaluate the rendering
quality in this model. In order to present a good rendering quality on the client, Qi is expected to be zero
or at least less than a threshold. Thus the quality requirement is:
∀i, Qi < errdisp (3.5)
Third, the real-time requirement can be formalized as:
T (proc s) <
1
FPSs
, T (proc c) <
1
FPSc
(3.6)
For the rendering applications that dynamically generate source data and refresh screen at a high frame rate
(e.g., games, 3D video, etc.), FPSs is the frame rate of source data generation and FPSc is the refresh rate
on the client (FPSs should be no smaller than FPSc).
Last, the compression requirement is determined by the network bandwidth, the rendering frame rate,
and the size of the server output frame:
‖Rcvi ‖
BW
<
1
FPSc
(3.7)
3.2 System Analysis
In this section, the remote rendering approaches surveyed in the previous chapter will be analyzed with
the proposed remote rendering model. The focus is on the four requirements defined in Eq. (3.4), (3.5),
(3.6), and (3.7). The remote rendering systems are organized according to the server output data type:
model-based and image-based (Figure 3.2).
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Figure 3.2: Classify remote rendering systems based on data types
3.2.1 Model-Based Remote Rendering
The model-based remote rendering systems send 3D data to the client, which is expected to have enough
hardware to run 3D graphics rendering. According to granularity of the 3D models generated on the server,
I can create the following sub-categories.
Original Model
GLX [62], Game@Large [18], and THiNC [4] are good examples of this approach. The rendering server
simply forwards all 3D data to the client for rendering. It is useful for the application that requires heavy
computation in generating rather than rendering the 3D model data2. In this case, Qi equals to 0 if the
graphics rendering pipeline on the client follows the same standard. p is also 0 by definition. However,
the interaction latency is not actually reduced because T (proc c) depends on the capability of the graphical
hardware on the client and the complexity of 3D data. For the scenario when the client has very limited
computing resources, the requirements of Eq. (3.4) and (3.6) can not be met. Moreover, streaming complex
3D models over networks is against Eq. (3.7).
Partial Model
Some remote rendering designs only transmit a subset of the original model to the client [21, 64, 71]. The
rendering server of these approaches generates a subset S′i of the original model Si. Compared with Original
Model, this approach can release the network contention and reduce the start time on the client side at the
cost of performing extra computation on the server side to divide models into subsets at runtime. Meanwhile,
Qi and p both depend on how S
′
i is created.
2In my remote rendering model, the computation of generating 3D data for scene rendering is excluded from proc s.
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Simplified Model
The most representative design of this approach is [38]. The server generates a simplified version S′i of the
original model Si and a difference image ∆i. The client renders the simplified model and adds the difference
image to restore the expected rendering result, so that Qi is perfect. The system needs only a light-weight
rendering engine on the client, requires much less network bandwidth for streaming models, and maintains
rendering quality. In return for the benefits, the server is heavily loaded to analyze the original model,
generate a simplified model, render both models and compare the difference. Besides, p depends on how S′i
is generated because ∆i does not help when the viewpoint is changed.
Point Cloud
This is a special case of Simplified Model. A point cloud representation of the original model [17] Pi generated
on the server with a resolution comparable to the display screen of the client and therefore can be much
easier for network streaming and 3D graphics rendering. The overhead is that extra computation on the
server is required to transform the mesh-based model to a point cloud. Similar to Partial Model, both Qi
and p depend on how Pi is created.
3.2.2 Image-Based Remote Rendering
An image-based remote rendering system renders all 3D models on the server and sends images to the client.
Unlike the model-based approaches, the client does not need to have any graphical hardware for 3D graphics
rendering.
Image Impostor
Most remote rendering designs are taking this simple approach. Only one 2D image per rendering frame
is sent from the server to the client. Considering the image impostor only needs a resolution comparable
to the display resolution on the client, the required network bandwidth for streaming images is bounded
regardless of the complexity of original 3D models. Moreover, the 2D images can be efficiently compressed
with the advanced image and video coding techniques to save streaming bandwidth. For Image Imposter,
the only drawback is the highest penalty probability. If we assume the image rendered at different viewpoints
are different,
diff(Ivsi , I
vc
i ) > errdisp, if vs 6= vc
Then p = 1 and every user interaction suffers a full network round trip latency.
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Environment Map
Environment map has been widely used in game development to simplify the rendering of far away back-
ground objects. In the scenario of rendering virtual environment remotely [10, 8], it can be effectively applied
to reduce the interaction latency. Given the position of the viewpoint, the server generates a panoramic
environment map with a 360-degree coverage of the whole world. On the client side, the environment map
can be projected to the standard view image at any view direction, which allows the user to freely pan the
virtual camera without further rendering assistance from the server. Therefore, the latency for any panning
motion only depends on the time of running view projection on the client. But for other user actions (e.g.,
change the position of virtual camera), the client still needs to wait for the server to send new environment
maps. The penalty probability can be written as p = P (vc.pos 6= vs.pos).
Depth Image
In this approach, the server renders the 3D model and generates a depth image (with both color map and
depth map). When the client receives this depth image, it can directly display the color map if the rendering
viewpoint remains unchanged, which leads to the perfect Qi. If the rendering viewpoint on the client side
has been changed, the client can run 3D image warping and display a synthesis immediately [9, 3].
3D image warping is a classic image-based rendering technique firstly proposed by McMillan in [49].
The algorithm takes a depth image < Iv1 , Dv1 > (including both color map Iv1 and depth map Dv1), the
viewpoint v1 at which the depth image is rendered, and the target viewpoint v2 as input. The output is the
color image W v1→v2 at the target viewpoint:
W v1→v2 = warping(< Iv1 , Dv1 >, v1 → v2)
The viewpoint is represented by several camera parameters including camera position, view direction, up
vector, focal length, and image resolution. For every pixel Iv1(x1, y1) in the input image, the algorithm
calculates the new coordinate (x2, y2) with the following equation:
(x2, y2) =
(
a · x1 + b · y1 + c+ d · δ1
i · x1 + k · y1 + k + l · δ1 ,
e · x1 + f · y1 + g + h · δ1
i · x1 + k · y1 + k + l · δ1
)
(3.8)
where δ1, also named generalized disparity, is inversely related to the depth value of pixel I
v1(x1, y1) and a - l
are the variables that can be pre-computed by from the input camera parameters. With the new coordinate,
the output image can be generated by copying the color of pixel (x1, y1) to the pixel (x2, y2) in the target
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Figure 3.3: Example of 3D image warping
image:
W v1→v2(x2, y2) = I
v1(x1, y1)
Please refer to [48] for more details of the algorithm. Figure 3.3 shows an example of how a bunny is warped
to a different viewpoint.
One important feature of 3D image warping is computation efficiency. Calculating the new coordinate
requires only 20 arithmetic operations and each pixel of the image is processed only once in this algorithm.
Therefore the complexity of the whole algorithm is proportional to the image resolution. The algorithm
also handles the situation when multiple pixels in the input image correspond to the same pixel in the
output image. McMillan proved that the specific pixel processing order, which is also determined by camera
parameters, can guarantee that any pixel that is hidden by other pixel in the output image will always be
processed prior to its occluder.
The Depth Image approach can be considered as a simplified version of Point Cloud because every pixel
of the depth image represents a 3D point in the space. The difference is that the depth image only covers
the surface of the 3D model at a very limited range, but it also takes much less bandwidth to stream and
very light computation to warp.
The penalty probability of Depth Image is determined by the quality of 3D image warping. We define a
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viewpoint set Vsingle as:
Vsingle = {vx | diff(W vs→vxi , Ivxi ) < errresp} (3.9)
Only if the user interaction changes vc to any viewpoint within Vsingle, the warping result is similar to the
rendering result and the interaction latency is reduced (according to Eq. (3.1), Tresp = T (warping)). So
p = P (vc /∈ Vsingle).
Multi Depth Image
One significant drawback of the Depth Image approach is the warping artifacts. The “hole” artifacts are
inevitably introduced when one depth image is warped to a different rendering viewpoint because the output
image can only use the pixels from the input image. Due to the warping artifacts, Vsingle can not be large
enough to cover the possible viewpoints that the user interaction can change to, and the penalty probability
p remains high.
The warping artifacts can be classified into two categories. The first is caused by occlusion exposure: the
objects that are completely occluded or out of view range in the input image become exposed. The second
type of holes is generated due to insufficient sampling, which usually happens on a surface with varying
gradient. Figure 3.4 shows an example of these two types of warping errors.
There have been many methods proposed to remove warping artifacts. Depth filter [66] and splats [43]
can help fill the small holes caused by insufficient sampling. Super view warping [3] and wide field-of-view
warping [43] are useful for out-of-view exposure. Multiple references[43], view compensation [3], and LDI
(layered depth image) [75] all use the images from different viewpoints to compensate warping artifacts and
can be used to fill both types of holes.
Of all these methods, using multiple references has obvious advantages over others for remote rendering
systems. It does not need oﬄine processing like LDI or interactive communication like viewpoint compensa-
tion. Figure 3.5 shows an example that two carefully selected references can significantly improve the quality
of the warping result. Assume the current server viewpoint is v0 and the camera orbits right 30 degrees right
to v30 (the subscript indicates the viewing angle). With only one depth image < I
v0 , Dv0 >, the client can
warp it to v30 and get the output image shown in Figure 3.5(g) that has a lot of holes. If the server also
selects v60 as the reference viewpoint and generates one more depth image < I
v60 , Dv60 > (Figure 3.5(h)),
the client can run 3D image warping twice for two depth images, and composite two low-quality warping
results together to get a high-quality synthesis (Figure 3.5(e)) to display.
Using multiple depth images as references can solve the problem of small Vsingle. The server not only
generates one depth image at vs, but multiple depth images around vs. By transmitting all the depth
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Figure 3.4: (a) Illustrate the generation of occlusion exposure and insufficient sampling; (b) Example of two
type of holes in a warping result image
images to the client, the client can either directly display the image if vs = vc. Otherwise, the client runs 3D
image warping for every depth image and composite the warping result together ([44] proposed a practical
composition algorithm). The composition of multiple warping images has much less holes than any single
warping result. Similarly to the penalty probability analysis before, a viewpoint set Vmulti is defined as
follows:
Vmulti =
{
vx | diff(
⋃
k
W refk→vxi , I
vx
i ) < errresp
}
(3.10)
⋃
k W
refk→vx
i is the composition of multiple warping results. The penalty probability can be written as
p = P (vc /∈ Vmulti). Since Vmulti is usually much larger than Vsingle (An evaluation is presented in Chapter
4), and therefore more likely to cover the possible viewpoint change. The penalty probability of Multi Depth
Image is much less than Depth Image.
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Figure 3.5: The example of using two depth images for 3D image warping: (a) Iv0 ; (b) Iv30 ; (c) Iv60 ;
(d) Dv0 ; (e) W v0→v30
⋃
W v60→v30 ; (f) Dv60 ; (g) W v0→v30 ; (h) W v60→v30 ; (i) diff(Iv30 ,W v60→v30); (j)
diff(Iv30 ,W v0→v30
⋃
W v60→v30 ); (k) diff(Iv30 ,W v60→v30).
Chang’s remote rendering system for PDA [9] took a similar approach. The 3D object is pre-rendered
at many different rendering viewpoints to generate an LDI [75]. This LDI is streamed to the client for 3D
image warping to generate high quality rendering results at a large view range. Besides, the collaborative
rendering systems surveyed in Chapter 2 [43, 78, 95] also ran 3D image warping on multiple reference images
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Table 3.1: Summary of Remote Rendering Systems (1)
Approaches Server Operation: proc s Client Operation: proc c
Original
Model
return Si render(Si, vc)
Partial
Model
generate S′i = subset(Si, vs) render(S
′
i, vc)
Simplified generate < S′i,∆i >, S
′
i = simplify(Si, vs), if vc = vs render(S
′
i, vc) + ∆i
Model ∆i = render(Si, vs)− render(S′i, vs) else render(S′i, vc)
Point generate Pi = point cloud(Si, vs) render(Pi, vc)
Cloud
Image generate Ivsi = render(Si, vs) return I
vs
i
Impostor
Environment generate Evsi = env map(Si, vs) if vc.pos = vs.pos project(E
vs
i , vc)
Map else do not update display
Depth Image generate < Ivsi , D
vs
i >, I
vs
i = render(Si, vs), if vc = vs return I
vs
i
Dvsi is the depth map of I
vs
i else W
vs→vc
i
Multi Depth select a viewpoint set {refk}, let ref0 = vs; if vc = vs return Ivsi
Image for every refk, generate < I
refk
i , D
refk
i > else
⋃
k W
refk→vc
i
Approaches Server Proc. Time: T(proc s) Client Proc. Time: T(proc c)
Original
Model
0 T (render), depending on Si complexity
Partial
Model
T (subset), depending on the complexity of Si
and the subset selection algorithm
T (render), depending on S′i complexity
Simplified
Model
T (simplification)+ 2 · T (render), depending
on the complexity of Si and the model simpli-
fication algorithm
T (render), depending on S′i complex-
ity
Point T (point cloud), depending on the complexity T (render), depending on Pi complexity
Cloud of Si and the point cloud generation algorithm
Image T (render) 0
Impostor
Environment T (env map), ∝ T (render) T (project), ∝ client resolution
Map (e.g, T (cubical env map) = 6 · T (render)
Depth Image T (render) T (warping), ∝ client resolution
Multi Depth T (ref sel) + k · T (render), depending on the k · T (warping), ∝ client resolution
Image complexity of viewpoint selection algorithm
references and the number of
to synthesize the high quality results.
The model analysis results of all approaches are summarized in Table 3.1, 3.2, and 3.3. Obviously, of
all the approaches analyzed here, Multi Depth Image appears to be the best choice to develop a real-time
low-latency remote rendering system. Now we present our remote rendering design using this approach.
3.3 System Design
I propose a real-time low-latency remote rendering design that takes the Multi Depth Image approach.
This new design asks the rendering server to generate more than one depth images as an image-based
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Table 3.2: Summary of Remote Rendering Systems (2)
Approaches Rendering Quality: Qi Penalty Probability: p
Original
Model
0 0
Partial
Model
depending on how S′i is created P (diff(render(S
′
i, vc), I
vc
i ) ≥ errresp)
Simplified
Model
0 P (diff(render(Sˆi, vc), I
vc
i ) ≥ errresp)
Point depending on how Pi is created P (diff(render(Pi, vc), I
vc
i ) ≥ errresp)
Cloud
Image 0 1
Impostor
Environment
Map
0 P (vc.pos 6= vs.pos)
Depth Image 0 P (vc /∈ Vsingle), where
Vsingle = {vx | diff(W vs→vxi , Ivxi ) < errresp}
Multi Depth 0 P (vc /∈ Vmul), where
Image Vmulti =
{
∀vx, diff(
⋃
k W
vrefk→vx
i , I
vx
i ) < errresp
}
Table 3.3: Remote Rendering Requirements
Approaches Latency Quality Real-Time Compression
Eq. (3.4) Eq. (3.5) Eq. (3.6) Eq. (3.7)
Original Model ?
√ × ×
Partial Model ? ? ?
√
Simplified Model × √ √ √
Point Cloud ?
√
? ?
Image Impostor × √ √ √
Environment Map ?
√ √ √
Depth Image ?
√ √ √
Multi Depth Image
√ √ √ √
representation of the 3D scene frame in real-time and stream all depth images to the client. The client runs
3D image warping algorithm to synthesize the correct display image.
Although the idea of using multiple references has been proposed and adopted in several projects, in-
cluding remote rendering systems (e.g. [43, 9]), there are several key differences between my design and and
other related systems. First, my remote rendering system generates the depth image references in real-time.
Thus it is useful to render not only the static 3D graphics objects, but also the dynamic contents, like 3D
video, game scenes, etc. However, the previous system [9] needs oﬄine processing to generate references
(LDI) before the remote rendering starts. Second, the collaborative rendering system [43] uses multiple
depth images and 3D image warping to reduce the computation workload on the 3D graphics rendering
engine and increase the rendering frame rate by interpolating frames in an animation sequence. The goal is
maximize the quality of the warping frames given the depth images that are already rendered, so that the
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user can not distinguish the warping frames from the rendering frames. However, the goal of my remote
rendering system is to reduce interaction latency, which requires the viewpoints of depth image references to
be selected even before the user interaction happens. The selection criteria is to maximize the coverage area
and maintain adequate warping quality for all the viewpoints in that area. Minor artifacts can be tolerated
because the warping result image is only displayed for a short period (rtt) before the server updates arrive.
3.3.1 System Framework
The proposed remote rendering system has a client-server framework. Figure 3.6 and Figure 3.7 illustrate
different system modules and how data flows in the system.
Encoder
(Chapter 5)
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Source 
3D Data
Rendering 
Engine
Viewpoint 
Manager
Viewpoint 
Selection
(Chapter 4)
{refk}
vs
{< Irefki , D
refk
i >} Rendering Data 
to Client
User Interaction 
from Client
Performance 
Monitor
(Chapter 6)
control 
parameters
Figure 3.6: The framework of Multi Depth Image approach – Server
On the server side, a reference viewpoint selection module selects a viewpoint set {refk} (let ref0 = vs
all the time for simplicity). The rendering engine needs to render the source 3D data for all viewpoints in
{refk} . After rendering, a set of depth image {< Irefki , Drefki >} are passed into the encoding module and
then transmitted to the mobile client. In addition, there is a performance monitor on the server side to
adjust the parameters (e.g., reference selection parameters, encoding parameters, etc) based on the real-time
data collected from client and other server modules.
On the client side, if no user interaction happens, or vc = ref0, then I
ref0
i is directly displayed on the
screen. Otherwise, the client warps every received depth image to the new viewpoint and composites all
the warping results to generate a display image. According to the example in Figure 3.5, the depth images
rendered at the carefully selected viewpoints can generate a warping result with much less holes. The user
interaction requests are collected on the mobile client and forwarded back to the rendering server in real-
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Figure 3.7: The framework of Multi Depth Image approach – Client
time. The interaction that changes rendering viewpoints is managed by the viewpoint manager module to
produce necessary information (e.g., the camera parameters and variables used in 3D image warping).
3.3.2 Rendering Engine
The rendering engine performs the 3D graphics rendering based on the input 3D source data and the render-
ing viewpoint fed from the viewpoint selection module. The rendering operations performed in this module
are actually determined by the user application. The rendering server provides the underline graphical hard-
ware to accelerate 3D graphics rendering and reuses the engine to generate extra reference frames. Figure
3.10 in the next section explains how to “borrow” the rendering engine from the user application in my
implementation.
3.3.3 Viewpoint Manager
Both the server and the client have the viewpoint manager module. The server viewpoint manager receives
the user interaction requests output from he client viewpoint manager module and generates the updated
rendering viewpoint to the viewpoint selection module. Two types of user interaction requests are supported
in the proposed system: viewpoint update and motion update. The viewpoint update contains three vectors:
pos (camera position), dir (look-at direction), and up (up direction) to describe the updated rendering
viewpoint. For such updates, the viewpoint manger simply forwards the new rendering viewpoint as vs to
the viewpoint selection module. However, such update is rarely used in our system. The user does not
change the rendering viewpoint suddenly to a totally different one unless in some specific scenarios (e.g., the
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avatar needs to teleport to a remote place).
Table 3.4: Motion Patterns
Pattern Description Direction
Translate Pos: change a unit distance to-
ward ±Dir × Up or ±Up;
Left,
Right,
Dir: unchanged; Up,
Up: unchanged. Down
Orbit Pos: change a unit angle in the
circle with the tangent toward
±Dir × Up or ±Up;
Left,
Right,
Up,
Dir: remains pointing to the cir-
cle center;
Down
Up: unchanged.
Zoom Pos: change a unit distance to-
ward ±Dir;
Forward,
Backward
Dir: unchanged;
Up: unchanged.
Pan & Tilt Pos: unchanged; Left,
Dir: unchanged; Right,
Up: change a unit angle in the
circle with the tangent toward
±Dir × Up .
Up,
Down
The other type of interaction request that contains motion information (e.g., turn right, move forward,
stop, etc) is more common. The viewpoint manager needs to interpret such motion updates and calculate
the new rendering viewpoint based on application configurations (e.g., moving speed, elapsed time, environ-
ment, physical limits, etc). The proposed rendering system currently supports four basic motion patterns
illustrated in Table 3.4 and Figure 3.8. These motion patterns are sufficient to cover all basic user interaction
requirements in the test applications presented in the next section.
Considering different motion updates may have very different interpretations depending on the application
contexts, the viewpoint manager usually reuses the event handlers of the user application to process all
motion updates. Refer to Figure 3.10 for implementation details. The client viewpoint manager should
process identical operations on the user motion to maintain the consistency between vs and vc.
3.3.4 Viewpoint Selection
The core of the proposed remote rendering design is how to generate reference viewpoints. The viewpoint
selection module calculates a set of rendering viewpoints as references based on the current rendering view-
point from viewpoint manager and the current scene frame (both original 3D data and rendering result
are available). Once the reference viewpoints are selected, the depth images rendered at these reference
viewpoints will be able to cover a set of viewpoints Vmulti (Eq. (3.10). As long as vc falls into Vmulti, the
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Figure 3.8: User interaction motion pattern
remote rendering system does not suffer from long interaction latency.
However, how user might change the rendering viewpoint is unknown to the viewpoint selection module
at the time of selecting reference viewpoints. Therefore, the goal of reference selection is to maximize Vmulti
so that there is a higher probability for vc to fall into the covered area. A reference selection problem can
be defined as follows:
Given a 3D scene frame S and the current rendering viewpoint vs, find a viewpoint set {refk}
(let ref0 = vs) that maximizes the size of Vmulti defined in Eq. (3.10.
I will discuss the solutions to this problem in Chapter 4. Here I introduce some optimization strategies in
selecting references for the applications with high refreshing rates in order to avoid generating unnecessary
depth images:
1. For the static objects or static scene background, the references are generated only once. The rendering
server does not generate new references for the following rendering frames until the viewpoint has been
changed. This is because in the static scene, the references can be reused for future frames.
2. When the viewpoint is moving, the rendering server does not generate any references. Instead, the
server predicts the position of the rendering viewpoint when the current frame is displayed on the
client and renders the frame at the predicted position. In this case, ref0 does not equal to vs, but vc
if the motion has not be changed during the transmission of this frame. In this situation, the client
needs to save the history frames in the reference buffer. At the moment when the motion is stopped,
the client should use the history frames to display or warp before the rendering server receives the new
updates.
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3. For the dynamic content that every frame is independently created, like 3D video, the references should
be generated for every frame unless the subsequent frames are very similar. In this case, the rendering
server checks the similarity of every frame by comparing either the source 3D data or rendering result
image. The references can be reused only if the differences between subsequent frames are neglectable.
Figure 3.9 shows an example of how the server generates reference frames following the above strategy.
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Figure 3.9: An example of reference selection
3.3.5 Encoding/Decoding
The proposed remote rendering system can not perform effectively without an efficient encoder to compress all
the extra depth image references. Fortunately, the proposed system generates standard depth images and the
compression methods for depth images have been widely studied. The project ATTEST [66] suggests using
the standard video codec H.264 to compress depth data. The proxy-based compression proposed by [60] and
the skeleton-based compression introduced in [40] both use pre-defined models to reduce data redundancy.
Yang [91] proposed two general schemes for intra-stream compression and Kum [32] studied the inter-stream
compression using reference stream. These methods can be directly applied in the encoding/decoding module
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for depth image compression.
In addition, We have also discovered a new warping assisted coding method that can prominently improve
the real-time coding performance in this remote rendering scenario. We will leave the introduction of this
novel coding method to Chapter 5.
3.3.6 Performance Monitor
The performance monitor allows us to find out how the rendering system actually performs and tune related
parameters of other modules at run-time. We care about not only how much network bandwidth and CPU
are being used, but the user experience in playing with our system. One important aspect is the interactive
performance: how does the user feel when interacting with the remote rendering system. The details of how
to monitor the execution condition and performance, especially the interactive performance of the proposed
remote rendering system will be discussed in Chapter 6.
3.3.7 3D Image Warping
This client module runs the standard 3D image warping algorithm for multiple references to generate the
final display image. A fixed-point implementation of 3D image warping was proposed in [43]. The hardware
warping engine [63] is a good example if the future remote rendering client wants to add a hardware accel-
erator. The powerful mobile clients can also use GPU to minimize the execution time for 3D image warping
[93]. We use the same composition algorithm described in [43] to integrate multiple warping results into one
display image and the hole filling algorithms surveyed in [51] to fix small holes with only a few pixels.
3.4 Prototype Implementation
The proposed remote rendering design does not just stay on diagrams, I have implemented a prototype
system RRK (Remote Rendering Kit) to study the research problems described in the previous section.
A Linux workstation is used as the rendering server and an iPhone 4 smart phone is used as the client.
The prototype is not built into the system library so that the graphics application has to be modified for
remote rendering. However, the design and implementation of RRK tries to be general purpose so that any
standard OpenGL applications can be ported for remote rendering with very little hacking effort. Figure
3.10 illustrates how a standard OpenGL application can interact with RRK to enable remote rendering.
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Figure 3.10: Using Remote Rendering Kit
3.4.1 Server Function
The server functions of RRK are packed into a library that provides APIs for the graphics applications to
use. Table 3.5 lists the name and usage of several important APIs.
RRK server supports three remote rendering approaches: Image Impostor, Depth Image, andMulti Depth
Image. The reference viewpoint set used in the Multi Depth Image approach can be selected based on a
preset fixed value, or the algorithms discussed in Chapter 4. The image resolution of the reference is set to
480×320 (This resolution is back compatible with earlier iPhone and iPod Touch products). The color or
depth images extracted from the rendering engine are downscaled to this resolution before passing to the
encoder. Currently, the color images are compressed with JPEG [86] and depth images are compressed with
ZLIB [16] (at the time of thesis writing, the coding method proposed in Chapter 5 does not have a real-time
implementation). Both TCP and UDP protocols are supported for data transmission between the server
and the mobile client.
3.4.2 Mobile Client
On the rendering server, as long as RRK is correctly configured, all server functions run in the background.
User only needs to interact with the mobile app. Figure 3.11 shows the user interface I have designed.
In the configuration phase (Figure 3.11(a)), the user can specify the rendering server, streaming protocols,
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Table 3.5: Remote Rendering Kit Library APIs
API Description
rrk_init Initialize the RRK and set up necessary resources (e.g., network
ports, memory space, threads, etc) for remote rendering.
rrk_reg_view_update_cb Register a call back function to handle the control signals received
from the mobile client.
rrk_record_scene This function must be called every time after the program finishes
rendering one frame. Then RRK takes over and extracts the ren-
dering result image from the OpenGL frame buffer. If depth image
is needed, the pixel depth values are extracted from z-buffer. The
camera parameters are calculated from MODELVIEW and PRO-
JECTION matrixes. The frame is then passed to the encoder and
sent to the mobile client. If the function is called again before the
processing of the previous frame is finished, the function directly
returns. Furthermore, the function also manages the rendering
viewpoint and rendering mode (see explanations below).
rrk_rendering_mode This function returns the current rendering mode. The mode REF
means that the remote rendering system is taking a Multi Depth
Image approach and the current scene frame should be rendered
from other viewpoints. In this case, the main program should
bypass all other program logics and execute the frame rendering
again. The mode MAIN means that all depth images have already
been collected for the current scene frame and the program can
continue.
rrk_control_update This function should be called every time before the program starts
rendering one frame. RRK uses a separate thread to receive con-
trol signals from the mobile client. All received control signals are
stored in a queue. When this API is called, the control signals
are released from the queue and executed according to the pre-
registered call back function to update the rendering viewpoint of
the main program.
rrk_close Finalize the RRK library and clean up all resources.
and some control configurations. Once set up, click “connect” and the mobile app will find the server and
start remote rendering.
In the rendering phase, the user can interact with applications running remotely on the server. Figure
3.11(b) shows the user interface specially designed for gaming. The bottom left region is the touch area
to control the view direction of the avatar (panning/tilting the view camera) and the bottom right region
fires the weapon. Three clickable buttons on the top left corner are used to exit, record the game play, and
restart the game, respectively. Moreover, the user can move the avatar around by flipping the mobile phone.
The accelerometers inside the phone detects the change of the orientation in real-time and translates into
control commands.
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(b)
Figure 3.11: Mobile user interface
3.4.3 Applications
Four different graphics applications have been modified to run on the prototype system:
• Bunny: The remote visualization of a static 3D graphics model that is constructed by 69,450 triangles
(Figure 3.12(a)). The user is allowed to orbit the camera around the bunny and see different parts of
the model.
• Taichi : This is a 3D video of a tai-chi master giving a class (Figure ??). recorded by 12 different 3D
cameras at the frame rate of 15 fps. Every 3D video frame is reconstructed from 12 depth images. The
user can watch the 3D video from different viewpoints.
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Figure 3.12: Remote Rendering Applications
• BZFlag: BZFlag3 is an open source 3D tank battle game (Figure 3.12(c)). The player drives a tank in
the battlefield and shoots enemies. The game is played in the first person perspective shooting mode.
• AlienArena: AlienArena4 is another first person shooting game (Figure 3.12(d)). The player control
an avatar to move in the game scene and shoot aliens. Compared with BZFlag, AlienArena renders a
more realistic virtual environment and thus requires more complex 3D graphics rendering computation.
The video demo (http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=z-4t9RpdOYg) shows how our prototype system can
actually be used by mobile users for real battle fighting. These applications will be used for the evaluation
experiments discussed in the following chapters.
3.5 Summary
I have proposed a remote rendering design using the Multi Depth Image approach. By comparing different
designs head-to-head, Multi Depth Image outperforms all other approaches in meeting all the remote ren-
dering requirements specified in this research. However, the idea of using multiple depth image references
is still far from building a practically useful real-time remote rendering system that features in high render-
3http://www.bzflag.org
4http://red.planetarena.org/
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ing quality , low interaction latency, and tolerable bandwidth usage. How to select appropriate reference
viewpoints and how to efficiently compress the extra depth images are keys to the success of the proposed
remote rendering system. In the next two chapters, I will focus on these two issues and present some novel
solutions.
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Chapter 4
Reference Selection
In this chapter, I will discuss several solutions to the reference selection problem, which is the key to the
Multi Depth Image remote rendering design. The reference selection can be simplified to a maximization
problem. Several search based algorithms and a reference prediction algorithm based on a warping error
model are proposed and compared.
4.1 Reference Selection Problem
The Multi Depth Image approach reduces the interaction latency by providing multiple depth image refer-
ences for the client to run 3D image warping. However, the problem unsolved is how to select appropriate
reference viewpoints. According to the analysis in the previous chapter, the rendering server should find a
set of reference viewpoints to maximize Vmulti:
Given a 3D scene frame S and the current rendering viewpoint vs, find a viewpoint set {refk}
(let ref0 = vs) that maximizes the size of Vmulti defined in Eq. (3.10).
At the time of reference selection, the server does not know what user interaction might happen on the
client. Therefore, the server should maximize ‖Vmulti‖ to increase the probability that vc will be covered.
Fortunately, the problem can be simplified because the rendering viewpoint in our rendering system does
not change freely in the space, but follow specific motion patterns (introduced in Figure 3.8 and Table 3.4).
The viewpoint change is always discrete and bounded in distance. We can also assume that the viewpoint
motion does not change patterns frequently. These limitations significantly reduce the search space of all
possible candidates of vc. For example, given v0 = vs as the current viewpoint and M is the unit vector of
the only motion pattern allowed in the application (the motions of the same pattern but different directions
are considered as different motion patterns), the search space of all possible viewpoints can be represented
as:
V (v0,M) = {vi | vi = v0 + i ·M ; i ∈ Z and 0 ≤ i ≤MAXM}
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Figure 4.1: Coverage of two references
where MAXM is the maximum distance that one user interaction can change the viewpoint.
By selecting one reference viewpoint for every motion pattern, we can convert the original problem of
selecting a set of reference viewpoints into the following problem of selecting only one reference:
Given a 3D scene frame S, the current rendering viewpoint v0, and a motion pattern M , find a
viewpoint vr ∈ V (v0,M) that maximizes the size of Vdouble(r).
where Vdouble(r) is defined as:
Vdouble(r) = {vx | vx ∈ V (v0,M) and diff(W v0→vxi
⋃
W vr→vxi , I
vx
i ) < errresp} (4.1)
With this strategy, the total number of extra depth images in the reference set (the depth image rendered
at vs is not counted) equals to the number of motion patterns supported by the rendering system.
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In order to solve this simplified problem, let us take an analysis on Vdouble(r) first. Given two references
viewpoints v0 and vr , the viewpoints {vi | 0 ≤ i ≤ r} take the most benefits from both depth images
(illustrated in Figure 4.1(a)). This is because all the pixels of Ivi (0 ≤ i ≤ r) can be either found in Iv0 or
Ivr . However, the viewpoints vj with j > r can not be covered by v0. The image quality of warping two
references is no better than W vr→vj . r can not be selected too large either. Otherwise, the viewpoints close
to v r
2
are too far away from both references and cannot be well covered for high quality warping (illustrated
in Figure 4.1(b)). Here we exclude any viewpoints vj with j > r from Vdouble(r) because the warping results
at those viewpoints usually have bad quality (Figure 3.3). Then we have:
Vdouble(r) ⊆ [v0, vr], [v0, vr] = {vi | vi ∈ V (v0,M), 0 ≤ i ≤ r}
With the analysis above, the reference selection problem can be further simplified to find the maximum
r that still has Vdouble(r) = [v0, vr]
max
r
{Vdouble(r) = [v0, vr]} (4.2)
or described as:
Given a 3D scene frame S, the current rendering viewpoint v0, and a motion pattern M , find the
maximum r that maintains Vdouble(r) = [v0, vr] when vr is selected as the reference viewpoint.
According to Eq. (4.2), the selection of vr provides a range of viewpoints [v0, vr], named as reference
range. As long as the viewpoint moving distance during an rtt (explained in Figure 3.9) is limited within
the reference range, the penalty probability of the remote rendering system is zero. The challenges left are
how to find the maximum r and how to find it in real-time.
Note that the Vdouble(r) generated from Eq. 4.2 does not necessarily have the maximum size. In some
cases, selecting a even larger r will result in Vdouble(r) ⊂ [v0, vr] but actually a little larger ‖Vdouble(r)|.
However, we can ignore these cases because the pursuit of absolute maximum Vdouble(r) compromises the
definition of reference range, and makes it more difficult for the rendering server to determine whether the
current viewpoint change is covered by the previous references or not.
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4.2 Search Based Algorithms
4.2.1 Full Search Algorithm
A baseline Full Search Algorithm can be easily derived based on Eq. (4.1) and (4.2). A pseudo code
description of the algorithm is in Table 4.1. The algorithm examines every viewpoint vi (0 < i ≤ MAXM )
starting from v2 as the vr candidate. For every candidate vr, all vx ( 0 < x < r) are verified whether
diff(W v0→vx
⋃
W vr→vx , Ivxi ) is less than the threshold errresp (In the algorithm, PSNR is used to measure
the difference of two images. psnrresp denotes the PSNR value of threshold errresp. The smaller PSNR
value indicates the worse image quality). If every vx passes the test, which means Vdouble(r) = [v0, vr], r is
increased and the algorithm continues. If any vx fails the test, the algorithm stops and returns the previous
vr candidate that successfully passes all the tests. Figure 4.2 shows an illustration.
The Full Search Algorithm can find by definition the optimal reference. However, it is obvious that the
algorithm can take too much computation to return the optimal result. If the frame rendering and 3D image
warping are considered as the unit computation, the Full Search Algorithm has the complexity of O(n2)
for 3D image warping and O(n) for frame rendering (Fortunately, the frames rendered for the reference
candidates can be reused in the future verification. So the complexity of frame rendering is reduced from
O(n2) to O(n)). In the situation that the unit distance of viewpoint change is small, the algorithm takes
too long for a real-time system to execute. In our experiments, it actually takes minutes to find the optimal
r which is only around 60 for the model Bunny.
The algorithm can also be modified for real-time execution by adding a countdown clock. For every
execution, the algorithm checks the clock. If the allocated time is used up, the algorithm just stops and
returns the latest verified candidate. However, since the server can only verify a few frames in the given
short period (e.g., 30 ms), the return value of r is usually too small to be practically useful. Therefore, a
more efficient algorithm is needed.
VrV0
M
Viewpoint to verify Verified reference Reference candidate
1
Figure 4.2: Illustration of Full Search Algorithm
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Table 4.1: Full Search Algorithm
< Iv0 , Dv0 >= render(S, v0)
< Iv1 , Dv1 >= render(S, v1)
FOR r = 2; r ≤MAXM ; r++
< Ivr , Dvr >= render(S, vr)
FOR i = 1; i < r; i++
W v0→vi = warping(< Iv0 , Dv0 >, v0 → vi)
W vr→vi = warping(< Ivr , Dvr >, vr → vi)
err = psnr(W v0→vi
⋃
W vr→vi , Ivi)
IF err < psnrresp
RETURN vr−1 as the reference viewpoint
END
END
END
4.2.2 Median Search Algorithm
The Full Search Algorithm checks all intermediate viewpoints for every pair of v0 and vr. However, the
algorithm only needs one failed verification to stop. Thus, it is only necessary to check the viewpoint with the
worst warping quality. The algorithm stops if this “worst” viewpoint fails the test, and otherwise continues.
As presented in Figure 4.1(b), the intuitive guess of this “worst” viewpoint is the median viewpoint v⌊ r2 ⌋.
In order to verify this intuitive assumption, the following experiments have been carried out. I have
examined in total N = 19, 908 reference pairs for 360 different 3D scene frames extracted from Bunny
application. For every pair of reference viewpoints v0 and vr, the maximum warping error errmax (the
minimum PSNR value) of all intermediate viewpoints is defined as:
errmax = min
i
{psnr(W v0→vi
⋃
W vr→vi , Ivi) | k ∈ (0, r)}
A score Pi is given for each intermediate viewpoint:
Pi =
{ 1 if psnr(W v0→vi ⋃W vr→vi , Ivi) = errmax
0 else
Of all N tests, the probability of each intermediate viewpoint vi to have the maximum warping error can
be described with a random variable pmax(i):
pmax(i) =
∑
Pi
N
The intermediate viewpoints of all tests are normalized by setting the median viewpoint vmedian = v⌊ r2 ⌋
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to the origin point. Figure 4.3 shows the PDF function of pmax(i). Obviously, vmedian has the highest
probability to generate maximum warping error of all intermediate viewpoints.
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Figure 4.3: Probability of Maximum Warping Error
The Median Search Algorithm is described in Table 4.2. For each pair of viewpoints, we only calculate
the warping error of vmedian. Figure 4.4 shows an illustration. The algorithm successfully reduces the
complexity of 3D image warping to O(n). Although there exist exceptions that median search will result in
larger reference range than the optimal result, the error is considered tolerable. It is because the algorithm
still has a complexity of O(n) for frame rendering and it is unlikely to find a very large r in the scenario of
real-time rendering.
Table 4.2: Median Search Algorithm
< Iv0 , Dv0 >= render(S, v0)
< Iv1 , Dv1 >= render(S, v1)
FOR r = 2; r ≤MAXM ; r++
< Ivr , Dvr >= render(S, vr)
median = ⌊ r2⌋
W v0→vmedian = warping(< Iv0 , Dv0 >, v0 → vmedian)
W vr→vmedian = warping(< Ivr , Dvr >, vr → vmedian)
err = psnr(W v0→vmedian
⋃
W vr→vmedian , Ivmedian)
IF err < psnrresp
RETURN vr−1 as the reference viewpoint
END
END
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Figure 4.4: Illustration of Median Search Algorithm
4.2.3 Fast Median Search Algorithm
TheMedian Search Algorithm can be optimized further. When the median viewpoint meets the requirement,
the current algorithm simply increases the r by one and continues the next test. The algorithm can be
significantly speeded up by increasing the searching step exponentially rather than one step a time. Moreover,
the initial value of the reference viewpoint r can be set to a large number rather than 2. It avoids the
computation to verify small reference ranges because they usually pass the test easily.
Table 4.3 has the description of the Fast Median Search Algorithm. It combines all the optimizations
discussed above. The algorithm is divided into two phases. At the beginning, the search stride increases
exponentially until the any candidate fails the test. In the second phase, the stride decreases exponentially
to find a accurate position of where the reference viewpoint should be. Figure 4.5 shows an illustration. The
init stride depends on the motion unit distance configured in the rendering system (In my system, it is set
to 8). The algorithm complexity has been reduced to only O(log(n)) for both frame rendering and 3D image
warping.
VrV0
M
Viewpoint to verify Verified reference Reference candidate
2Vmedian 4 8
Figure 4.5: Illustration of Fast Median Search Algorithm
4.2.4 GPU Implementation
Another important feature of the proposed algorithm is that it can be easily decomposed into individual
elements and executed in parallel. Here I briefly discuss how to implement these search based algorithms
using CUDA.
CUDA is a parallel computing architecture developed by NVIDIA. It manages the GPU computation in a
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Table 4.3: Fast Median Search Algorithm
< Iv0 , Dv0 >= render(S, v0)
median = ⌊ init stride2 ⌋
< Ivmedian , Dvmedian >= render(S, vmedian)
stride = init stride
r′ = 0
WHILE TRUE
r = stride
< Ivr , Dvr >= render(S, vr)
median = ⌊ r2⌋
W v0→vmedian = warping(< Iv0 , Dv0 >, v0 → vmedian)
W vr→vmedian = warping(< Ivr , Dvr >, vr → vmedian)
err = psnr(W v0→vmedian
⋃
W vr→vmedian , Ivmedian)
IF err ≥ psnrresp
r′ = r
stride = 2× stride
ELSE
stride = stride4 , BREAK
END
END
WHILE stride > 0
r = r′ + stride
< Ivr , Dvr >= render(S, vr)
median = ⌊ r2⌋
W v0→vmedian = warping(< Iv0 , Dv0 >, v0 → vmedian)
W vr→vmedian = warping(< Ivr , Dvr >, vr → vmedian)
< Ivmedian , Dvmedian >= render(S, vmedian)
err = psnr(W v0→vmedian
⋃
W vr→vmedian , Ivmedian)
IF err ≥ psnrresp
r′ = r
stride = stride2
ELSE
stride= stride2
END
END
RETURN vr′ as the reference viewpoint
way that provides a simple interface for the programmer. In the implementation of the proposed algorithms,
the dimension of CUDA kernels (e.g., the number of thread blocks, grids, etc.) is determined based on the
resolution of reference frames. Different memory models are utilized to efficiently manage data in processing.
Typically, since the size of color and depth map rendered for 3D image warping is larger than the shared
memory (typically 16KB in a single thread block), they are stored in either shared or global memory which
can be accessed by multiple threads in multiple grids. From the 3D image warping equation (Eq. (3.8)),
each thread with partitioned pixels and shared depth information calculates a part of new coordinates (i.e.,
indices in matrices) of the warped image frame, and the full frame based on the new coordinate is merged
together for further use.
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Compared with executing reference search algorithms on CPU, GPU implementation has two important
benefits. The first is the scalability as the frame sizes getting larger, hundreds of GPU cores provide far more
computation resources than CPU to exploit the maximum computational parallelism on the given data. The
second advantage is data transfer. Since the input frames for 3D image warping are exported from the frame
buffer and z-buffer of the graphics pipeline, the GPU implementation saves the large data transfer between
CPU memory and GPU memory. Refer to [93] for more implementation details and experiment data.
Note that, although GPU provides a parallel environment that greatly accelerates the algorithm execu-
tion, it is not able to guarantee the real-time performance as the 3D rendering frame rate increases or the 3D
source content becomes more complicated. In the scenario that strong real-time requirements are enforced,
the algorithm has to stop and return the current reference candidate as the reference viewpoint when the
allocated time slot is used up.
4.3 Reference Prediction Algorithm
In this section, I will introduce a new algorithm to select reference viewpoint. Instead of searching all possible
candidates, the novel algorithm predicts the position of the position of the targeted reference viewpoint based
on a warping error model. Therefore, it does not need to render any extra frames or run 3D image warping.
Compared with the previous search based algorithms, this new Reference Prediction Algorithm requires
much less computing resources from the rendering server and is a perfect match to our real-time remote
rendering system.
4.3.1 Warping Error Function
The algorithm is derived from an error function F (r) that predicts the maximum warping error for any
viewpoint in the range [v0, vr] when vr is selected as the reference. The function is defined as follows:
F (r) =
W−2∑
w=0
H−1∑
h=0
f(w, h, r), 1 < r ≤MAXM (4.3)
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where W and H are the width and height of the generated image. f(w, h, r) is the pixel pair error function
for the adjacent pixels (w, h) and (wˆ, hˆ)1 in Iv0 .
f(w, h, r) =


0 if hmax(w, h) < 1 or r ≤ imax(w, h)
⌊hmax(w, h)⌋ ·
(
Iv0(wˆ, hˆ)− Iv0(w, h)
)2
else
(4.4)
Iv0(w, h) returns the intensity of pixel (w, h). hmax and imax are explained as follows.
The warping error can be estimated on the base of pixels. The holes are introduced because the pixels
that are adjacent in the original picture are not adjacent any more after 3D image warping. For every pair
of adjacent pixels (w, h) and (wˆ, hˆ), we can build a hole size function h(i), 2 ≤ i ≤ MAXM to represent
the size of the hole caused by warping this pair of pixels to viewpoint vi. For example, Figure 4.6 shows
a scenario that the viewpoint translates from v0 right to vi horizontally. A and B are two points on the
surface visible at both v0 and vi. da and db are the depth value of A and B to the image plane. a0 and b0
are the horizontal coordinates2 of the corresponding pixels of A and B in Iv0 . If b0 = a0 + 1, then A and B
are adjacent in Iv0 . The horizontal coordinates ai and bi in I
vi can be represented as:
ai = a0 − i ·M · f
da
, bi = b0 − i ·M · f
db
where M is the unit vector of viewpoint translation and f is the distance from center-of-projection to the
image plane. The hole size function h(i) in this case is:
h(i) = (bi − ai)− (b0 − a0)
= M · f · i
(
1
da
− 1
db
)
(4.5)
Define hmax as the max value that h(i) can reach within the given viewpoint range (i ∈ [2,MAXM ]) and
imax as the viewpoint position at which hmax is achieved. In the example scenario (Figure 4.6), if da < db,
the hole size increases monotonically with i and reaches the max value when ai = 0. Thus:
imax =
da · a0
M · f (4.6)
hmax = a0
(
1− da
db
)
(4.7)
1(wˆ, hˆ) denotes the adjacent pixel to (w, h) and for different motion patterns it has different definitions. For example, for
horizontal movements, wˆ = w + 1, hˆ = h; and for vertical movements, wˆ = w, hˆ = h + 1. For the pixels on the image edge
which do not have valid (wˆ, hˆ), f(w, h, r) always returns 0.
2the vertical coordinates are neglected here because there is no viewpoint movement in the vertical direction
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Figure 4.6: Warping Hole Size Analysis
Back to the definition of pixel pair error function in Eq. (4.4). For a given pixel pair, hmax > 1 means
this pixel pair may create a visible hole after 3D image warping. Therefore, given the current viewpoint
v0 as one reference, the other reference vr should provide the pixels missing from v0. Intuitively, the best
viewpoint that can provide the most missing pixels is where the warping result has the largest holes. In
order to fill this hole, the reference image at vr should have all the missing pixels so that imax is the best
candidate for r. If r > imax, the reference viewpoint vr may not have enough pixels to cover the warping
hole at vimax and an error score is contributed by this pixel pair to the overall error function. The error
score (equivalent to Mean Square Error) is aggressively calculated based on the pixel difference and hole
size. This is because a hole filling technique is usually applied to fill the holes with its neighbor pixels. In
the worst case, the hole can be completely filled with the wrong neighbor pixel.
4.3.2 Reference Prediction
With the error function, I propose the Reference Prediction Algorithm. Table 4.4 describes the algorithm
with pseudo codes. First, hmax and imax are calculated for every pair of adjacent pixels in I
v0 . Then the
error function F is tested for every reference candidate. If the total error score is larger than the pre-set
threshold, the algorithm stops and return the previous candidate as the predicted reference. Compared with
the search based algorithms, the Reference Prediction Algorithm does not generate the optimal result but
requires much less computation: only Iv0 is rendered, no 3D image warping is performed, and the algorithm
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complexity is equivalent to scanning the whole image.
Table 4.4: Reference Prediction Algorithm
< Iv0 , Dv0 >= render(S, v0)
FOR w = 0; w < W ; w++
FOR h = 0; h < H ; h++
calculate hmax(w, h), imax(w, h) for I
v0
IF hmax(w, h) < 1
CONTINUE
END
F [imax(w, h) + 1] = F [imax(w, h) + 1] +hmax(w, h) × (Iv0(w, h)− Iv0(adjw(w), adjh(h)))2
END
END
FOR r = 2; r ≤MAXM ; r++
F [r] = F [r] +F [r − 1]
IF F [r]> msedisp
RETURN vr−1 as the reference viewpoint
END
END
4.4 Evaluation
The experiments to evaluate the performance of three search based algorithms use a workstation with an
Intel Quad-Core Xeon processor running at 2.33GHz, 3GB memory, and an NVIDIA GeForce 9800 GX2
GPU with 256 cores and 1GB of memory. The algorithms are implemented with CUDA SDK 2.1. The 3D
video stream Taichi is used as the test application. Considering Taichi should be rendered at 15 fps, there
is a strict real-time requirement to finish all reference selection, 3D graphics rendering, and image frame
compression within the frame time, 66ms in this case. Table 4.5 compares the average reference range of
all three algorithms. Since none of the algorithm can finish before the deadline, a timer is added to the
implementation to force the algorithm to quit and return the current reference candidate when time expires.
Obviously, with the same computation resources, the Fast Median Search Algorithm generates the largest
reference range.
Table 4.5: Performance of Search Based Algorithms
Display Frame Reference Range
Resolution Rate(fps) Full Median Fast
176 × 144 15 5 6 15
320 × 240 15 3 4 14
640 × 480 15 1 2 12
Figure 4.7(a) plots the image quality of warping results. The horizontal axis indicates the viewpoint
position and the vertical axis is the PSNR of the warping image at the given viewpoint. For the line of One
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Reference, only v0 is used as the reference viewpoint. The PSNR drops fast as the target viewpoint moves
away from the reference. For the line of Two references, v0 and v60 are used as references. High warping
quality is maintained for all viewpoints between two references. If we set 35 dB as the threshold psnrresp,
the size of Vsingle is only 3 while the size of Vdouble is 63.
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Figure 4.7: (a) The warping quality comparison between one depth image as reference and two depth images
as references; (b) The comparison of reference viewpoint selection algorithms.
Figure 4.7(b) presents how reference viewpoint is predicted. The horizontal axis stands for the reference
candidates. For the line of Full Search, the vertical axis indicates the PSNR of the worst warping image
inside the reference range:
PSNR(x) = min
{
∀vi ∈ [v0, vx], psnr(W v0→vi
⋃
W vx→vi , Ivi)
}
For the line of Reference Prediction, the vertical axis is the PSNR equivalent score of F (x) as defined in Eq.
(4.3). If we set 35 dB as the threshold of psnrresp, we get 62 as the output of Full Search Algorithm and 54
as the output of Reference Prediction Algorithm.
Although Reference Prediction Algorithm does not generate an optimal result, it is much faster in execu-
tion. In our experiments, it takes a couple of minutes to finish the whole Full Search Algorithm and generate
the optimal result but only a few milli-seconds to run Reference Prediction.
4.5 Summary
The idea of using multiple depth images as references in a remote rendering system to reduce interaction
latency depends on how the reference viewpoints are selected. In this chapter, I have proposed several
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algorithms to address a simplified version of this reference selection problem: select one reference viewpoint
for a given motion pattern to maximize the reference range. Depending on how many motion patterns the
rendering system supports, the reference selection algorithm should be executed multiple times to generate
multiple reference viewpoints within the rendering time of a single frame. Therefore, only the last Reference
Prediction Algorithm can actually be applied in a real-time remote rendering system.
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Chapter 5
Data Compression
A 3D image warping assisted real-time video coding method is introduced in this chapter. The proposed
coding method takes advantage of the graphics rendering contexts (depth maps, camera parameters, and
camera motion) to improve the real-time video coding performance. This novel method fits best for the
cloud gaming, and can also serve for other remote rendering applications, like remote visualization and 3D
video rendering.
5.1 Introduction
A good remote rendering system does not compress every rendering frame individually, but encode frames
as video. The modern video coding standards are all based on hybrid video coders, which exploit not
only spatial correlation using transform coding, but also temporal redundancy using motion prediction [87,
Section 9.3]. In order to meet the real-time requirement of remote rendering, only the real-time video coder
can be applied in the remote rendering system.
Unlike general purpose oﬄine video coders that employ long look-ahead coding windows and complex
coding tools for high coding efficiency, real-time video coders, such as [84, 5, 41], work under several con-
straints [65, 74]:
• There is no bidirectional prediction because B frames need to be saved in the buffer until the future P
frame shows up;
• The two-pass rate control is inherently infeasible for the remote rendering scenario. Thus only the
one-pass rate control is used;
• The coder should configure low buffer occupancy and intra refresh coding to ensure that individually
coded frames do not exceed a maximum size, and thus coded frames can be directly streamed to the
network without being buffered;
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• The encoding deadline is strict. According to [37, 52], the extreme low coding delay can be achieved
at an expense of significantly lower coding efficiency.
Because of the aforementioned constraints, compared to general purpose video coders, real-time video
coders suffer from a much lower coding efficiency [24]. To illustrate the coding inefficiency of real-time video
coders, we have conducted the following experiment on OnLive [57], the state-of-art cloud gaming service
provider. According to [61], the game rendering server of OnLive uses a customized H.264 real-time coder
to encode all game scenes. We installed the OnLive thin client on a dual-core laptop, which was connected
to 10Mbps Ethernet. A first-person shooting game Unreal Tournament III: Titan Pack (Figure 5.1(a)) was
played for 60 seconds, and all downlink network packets were captured. We also captured the 720p video
from the laptop’s frame buffer, and saved it as a raw video file. From the network trace, we plot the OnLive
streaming rate in Figure 5.1(b), which indicates that real-time OnLive encoder produces a stream at a fairly
high bit rate: 6.49Mbps on average. Next, we encoded the raw video at several bit rates using x264 [24],
which is a general purpose H.264/AVC encoder. We plot the resulting rate-distortion curve in Figure 5.1(c).
This figure shows that x264 can encode the OnLive stream very well at rather low bit rates: x264 achieves
40+ dB at 1Mbps. In summary, Figure 5.1 reveals that real-time video coding is very challenging; even the
state-of-art OnLive video coder suffers from coding inefficiency.
Rather than focusing only on the video coding component, I took a different look at the problem from
a system’s perspective and found a new approach. I propose a 3D image warping assisted real-time video
coding method. The method takes advantage of the graphics rendering contexts (rendering viewpoint,
pixel depth, and camera motion) because the video encoder runs together with the graphics engine on the
rendering server. The basic idea is to select key frames from the frame sequence, and then use the 3D image
warping algorithm to interpolate other intermediate frames. Finally, H.264/AVC is used to encode all key
frames and warping residues (the difference between the interpolation result and the original image frame)
for each intermediate frame. The interpolation allows us to encode warping residues with a much lower
bit rate, and assign more bits to encode key frames. In the ideal situation, if all intermediate frames are
perfectly interpolated and no residues need to be encoded, all bit rates can be assigned to encode key frames
for better video quality. Thus, the encoding performance of the proposed method depends on the quality of
the interpolation method.
As I have introduced in previous chapters, 3D image warping is a well-known image-based rendering
(IBR) technique and fits in our coding method very well. Given the pixel depth and rendering viewpoint,
the algorithm can efficiently warp an image to any new viewpoint. The depth and viewpoint information
are the graphics contexts accessible from the rendering engine. It is similar to the motion estimation
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Figure 5.1: (a) Screenshot of Unreal Tournament III, (b) OnLive streaming rate, and (c) coding efficiency
of a general purpose video coder.
method widely used in video coding tools. The difference is that motion estimation requires intensive search
computation between the two image frames and the motion vector has a limited range in the scenario of
low delay real-time coding. On the contrary, 3D image warping is efficient in computation and capable of
adapting to any wild motion. More importantly, the proposed coding method can be used to compress the
depth image references seamlessly. In the following sections, I will present how the depth image references
can be directly used as key frames and how the reference selection algorithms discussed in Chapter 4 can be
useful in selecting key frames.
5.2 Related Work
Giesen et al. [25] took a very similar approach to mine. They tried to improve the performance of x264
encoding by building in 3D image warping to assist motion estimation. Their approach takes advantage
of x264 to efficiently compress all warping residues, but also suffers from processing 3D image warping in
blocks. As a comparison, my method warps the image at pixel level and our major concern is to select
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appropriate reference frames based on camera motion.
Mark [43] added a 3D image warping module to the conventional graphics pipeline to increase the
rendering frame rate. Only key frames are rendered and other intermediate frames are interpolated by 3D
image warping. Although it is an opposite problem to mine, which is to “remove” the actually rendered
frames, many of my approaches, such as using multiple reference frames and how to generate reference
frames, are inspired by Mark’s work. The core idea behind both works is to exploit the frame-to-frame
coherence in graphics rendering with image based rendering techniques.
Some researches in the area of 3D/multi-view video coding [50, 76] are also related in using the same tool
to build coders. However, there are some major differences between my work and 3D/multi-view video coding
. First, 3D/multi-view video coding approaches only use IBR techniques to deal with different views at the
same time spot while I apply 3D image warping to synthesize frames of different time. Second, in order to
obtain accurate camera parameters for IBR, the cameras used in 3D/multi-view coding are usually statically
deployed. Thus, only the object movements are studied and no camera motion needs to be considered.
Besides, the depth capturing is usually not accurate enough for high quality IBR. On the contrary, my coder
is able to extract accurate camera and depth information directly from 3D graphics rendering engine. Last,
in 3D/multi-view video coding, only the actually captured frames can be selected as reference frames. But
my coder can select the frames that do not exist in the video sequence as the reference frame.
My work is also different from the projects that apply 3D image warping techniques to generate stereo
views from 2D sources [66]. It is because the 2D-3D conversion systems usually focus on high quality warping
while my coder concentrates on coding performance improvement. This key difference leads to very different
frame selection strategies and system framework.
5.3 3D Image Warping Assisted Video Coding
In this section, I present how the proposed 3D image warping assisted video coding method works.
5.3.1 Overview
To give one sentence overview of the proposed coding method: “Select a set of key frames (named R frame)
in the video sequence based on the graphics rendering contexts extracted from the 3D video game engine,
use the 3D image warping algorithm to interpolate other intermediate frames (named W frame) with the
selected R frames, and encode the R frames and warping residues of W frames with x264”. The proposed
method can improve the coding performance by assigning more bit rate to encode the more important R
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frames and less bits for W frame residues. Figure 5.2 and 5.3 show the framework in block diagrams and
how data flows.
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Figure 5.2: Framework of the 3D image warping assisted video encoder
The core idea of the method is to exploit the frame-to-frame coherence. It is similar to motion estimation
in many ways. For example, the concept of R/W frame is close to I/P frame in motion estimation. However,
with the support of graphics rendering contexts, our method runs much faster than the search based motion
estimation algorithms, and thus is more efficient in the real-time remote rendering scenario.
In the following subsections, I will introduce different components in the proposed coding method, starting
with 3D image warping.
5.3.2 3D Image Warping
The 3D image warping algorithm has been reviewed in Section 3.2.2. Here I explain how to apply the 3D
image warping algorithm to assist video coding.
Given a source video frame set {Ix|x ∈ S}, if we also know the depth map {Dx|x ∈ S} and viewpoint
{vx|x ∈ S} of each frame1, we can select a group of R frames as R and the rest frames are all W frames as
W . The warping version {W v
′
ref(x)→vx
x |x ∈ W} can be generated by running 3D image warping algorithm
1Note that definition of {vx} is different from the previous chapter. vi is the rendering viewpoint at which < Ix, Dx >
(simple for < Ivxx , D
vx
x >) are rendered.
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Figure 5.3: Framework of the 3D image warping assisted video decoder
for every W frame. The definition of W is a little bit different:
W
v′ref(x)→vx
x = warping(< I
′
ref(x), D
′
ref(x) >, vref(x) → vx)
because I ′
ref(x) and D
′
ref(x) are used here to denote the distorted version of passing the original Iref(x)
and Dref(x) through both encoder and decoder (vref(x) is not distorted because we always apply lossless
encoding for viewpoints). ref(x) returns the reference R frame for Ix. Since the application scenario is
real-time video coding, any frame can only reference from previous frames. Thus ref(x) < x. Then we
calculate the difference between the warping results and the original video frames as the warping residue
{∆v
′
ref(x)→vx
x |x ∈ W}, where
∆
v′ref(x)→vx
x = Ix −W v
′
ref(x)→vx
x
Finally, we encode the video sequence using the depth image of all R frames {< Ix, Dx > |x ∈ R}, residues
of all W frames {∆x|x ∈ W} (∆x is used as the short for ∆v
′
ref(x)→vx
x ), and all viewpoint information
{vx|x ∈ S}.
On the decoder side, if the received video frame is R frame, we are able to decode I ′r, D
′
r and vr. I
′
r
should be directly displayed on the mobile screen and at the same time saved in the buffer together with D′r
and vr. If the video frame is W frame, we get the distorted residue ∆
′
w and the viewpoint vw. We run 3D
image warping algorithm for the saved R frame to calculate the warping frame W
v′r→vw
w , and then retrieve
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the target image frame I ′w by adding ∆
′
w to W
v′r→vw
w .
5.3.3 Rate Allocation
The motivation of using 3D image warping in video coding is to reduce the signals of W frames so that they
can be more efficiently encoded. The saved bit rate is applied to encode the more important R frames. Here
I introduce the rate allocation strategy used in the coding method.
We first analyze the relationships between the different video bit rate components. We can represent the
overall rate rS as follows:
rS = rRI + rRD + rW (5.1)
where
rRI =
∑
x∈R bIx
tS
(5.2)
rRD =
∑
x∈R bDx
tS
(5.3)
rW =
∑
x∈W b∆x
tS
(5.4)
We did not consider the rate for encoding viewpoints in Eq. (5.1) because the rate used for encoding
viewpoint vectors (36 bytes per frame before compression) is neglectable compared with the rate used for
image frame compression. Fortunately, x264 allows us to set a target bit rate req r when encoding a video
sequence, and it automatically adjusts the encoding parameters to meet the requirement.
reqRI ≈
∑
x∈R bIx
tR
(5.5)
reqRD ≈
∑
x∈R bDx
tR
(5.6)
reqW ≈
∑
x∈W b∆x
tW
(5.7)
Therefore, we do not need to manage the encoding size of every single frame but just find the appropriate
bit rate reqRI , reqRD , and reqW to configure x264. We can apply Eq. (5.5), (5.6), (5.7) to Eq. (5.1):
rS ≈ ‖R‖ · (reqRI + reqRD ) + ‖W‖ · reqW‖R‖+ ‖W‖ (5.8)
Currently, we are using a static strategy in the rate allocation. We allocate a fixed portion of the overall
available bit rate fR · rS to R frames, where 0 < fR < 1. We run experiments for each fR value and
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find that 0.5 is a favorable value. The bit rate allocated for R frame depth map encoding is the half of
the bit rate allocated for color map encoding because the depth map is not affected by image textures. In
practice, we also find that depth encoding can achieve very high quality (50+ dB) with a relatively low bit
rate (600Kbps). Therefore, we set a threshold Tdepth for depth encoding to allocate no more bit rate than
Tdepth. Considering that we run x264 separately for three different components and the difference between
the request bit rate and the actual encoded bit rate may be accumulated, we dynamically change reqW
based on the actual bit rate of R frame encoding. As a result, given a target bit rate reqS , the bit rates of
different components are calculated as follows:
reqRD = min(Tdepth,
‖R‖+ ‖W‖
3 · ‖R‖ · fR · reqS) (5.9)
reqRI =
‖R‖+ ‖W‖
‖R‖ · fR · reqS − reqRD (5.10)
reqW = reqS +
‖R‖
‖W‖ · (reqS − rRD − rRI ) (5.11)
5.3.4 Frame Selection
The rate allocation strategy is based on the assumption that the warping residues of W frames contain much
less signals and can be encoded more efficiently than original image frames. However, this assumption may
not be true if R frames are not carefully selected. In this subsection, we introduce three different frame
selection strategies.
Fixed Interval
The fixed interval frame selection is the most intuitive solution. Starting from the first frame of the video
sequence, we select the frames sequentially to form groups. All frame groups have the same fixed size, which
is defined as warping interval. The first frame of each group is selected as R frame and the rest are W
frames. The R frame in the group is referenced by all W frames of the same group. As long as the warping
interval remains small, the viewpoints of the frames in the same group are likely to be close to each other
so that 3D image warping can help remove most pixels.
The fixed interval solution is easy to implement. It does not require any other graphics rendering contexts
except the rendering viewpoint and pixel depth required by 3D image warping. The rate allocation for fixed
interval is also simplified. We do not need to dynamically change the bit rate request because the ratio of
R and W is fixed all the time.
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Dynamic Interval
One big disadvantage of the fixed interval solution is that it is too conservative in selecting W frames.
For example, if the virtual camera remains static, all the frames will have the same background scene.
Using only one R frame is enough for the whole static sequence. However, the fixed interval solution keeps
generate R frames every warping interval. Toward this issue, we propose a dynamic interval strategy. The
dynamic interval approach processes the encoding in the same way as fixed interval, with only one difference.
The encoder needs to compare the viewpoint of the currently processing frame with the viewpoint of the
previously encoded R frame. If two viewpoints are identical, which means the virtual camera remains static,
then the current frame is selected as W frame.
The major benefit of this optimization is that the R frame number can be significantly reduced if the
video sequence has a lot of static scenes. The reduction of R frame number allows the rate allocation module
in our encoder to allocate more bits for R frame encoding (Eq. (5.9), (5.10)).
Double Warping
This approach uses the same strategy with dynamic interval for static sequences, and adds new optimization
techniques for motion sequences. As we have discussed in previous chapters, warping artifacts can be
effectively removed by compositing the warping results from multiple depth images. Figure 5.4 shows
another example of warping two depth images (double warping) to compensate holes in a camera panning
sequence. According to the figure, if the target viewpoint v2 is on the right side of the source viewpoint v1,
the viewpoint v3 of the second reference frame should be selected on the right side of v2 to provide the best
coverage. However, in the scenario of remote rendering, when the virtual camera is panning right, the frame
I3 is actually rendered later than I2, which means when I2 is encoded, there is no I3 available for double
warping reference.
In order to solve this problem, we modify in the game application used for remote rendering to render
auxiliary frames for double warping. Figure 5.5 shows the work flow of double warping in details. We
elaborate the whole flow in an example shown in Figure 5.6. Initially, the viewpoint is at v1 and the image
frame I1 is captured. If a panning right motion is detected, the encoder will not only encode the current
frame I1, but also request the game program to render the frame I3 at the viewpoint v3. I3 does not exist
in the game video sequence, but is generated only to support double warping for all intermediate viewpoints
between v1 and v3. Both I1 and I3 are selected as R frames and saved in the buffer. As time goes by, the
viewpoint pans right to v2. It is well covered by two R frames I1 and I3. Thus I2 is selected as W frames
and double warping is applied to calculate the residue. If the viewpoint keeps moving to v4, which is out of
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(a) (c)(b)
(d)
(e)
(h) (f)
(g)(i)
v1 v2 v3
Figure 5.4: An illustration of how double warping, and hole filling work: (a) the depth image frame <
I1, D1 > at viewpoint v1; (b) the image frame I2 at viewpoint v2; (c) the depth image frame < I3, D3 > at
viewpoint v3; (d) W
v′1→v2
2 without hole filling; (e) W
v′1→v2
2 with hole filling; (f) W
v′1→v3
3 without hole filling;
(g) W
v′1→v3
3 with hole filling; (h) the warping result of double warping W
v′1→v2
2
⋃
W
v′1→v3
3 , with hole filling;
(i) the difference between (h) and (b)
the coverage area of I1 and I3, the encoder will ask the game engine to render a new auxiliary frame I5 at
the viewpoint v5. I5 will be selected as R frame, added to the buffer to replace I1. Both I3 and I5 are used
to support the double warping of I4.
Compared with the previous two frame selection strategies, double warping is able to improve the encoding
performance further by using fewer R frames and reducing the warping residues created in the motion
sequence. Double warping not only requires the rendering viewpoint and pixel depth for 3D image warping,
but also detects the camera motion events in the 3D video game engine and reuses the rendering engine to
generate auxiliary frames.
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 STATIC_TO_MOTION:
 vAUX = calculate_aux_view(vcurr, cameramotion);
 <IAUX, DAUX> = render_frame (vAUX);
 R_FRAME_PROC(<IAUX, DAUX>, vAUX);
 W_FRAME_PROC(Icurr, vcurr);
 MOTION_TO_MOTION:
 IF is_view_covered(vcurr, R_BUF); 
 GOTO STATIC_TO_MOTION_PROC:
 ELSE:  
 GOTO STATIC_TO_STATIC_PROC:
 STATIC_TO_STATIC:
 W_FRAME_PROC(Icurr, vcurr);
 MOTION_TO_STATIC:
 P_FRAME_PROC(<Icurr, Dcurr>, vcurr);
 R_FRAME_PROC: IR, DR, vR 
 <I’R, D’R> = decode(encode(<IR, DR>));
 enqueue(R_BUF, <I’R, D’R, vR >);
 output (encode(<IR, DR, vR>);
 W_FRAME_PROC: IW, vw
 output (IW - warping(R_BUF, vw));
 R_BUF = {<I1, D1, v1>, <I2, D2, v2>};
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Figure 5.5: Double warping frame selection
5.4 Implementation
We have implemented an off-line version of the proposed video coder. In this section, we discuss some
implementation issues and share some lessons we have learned.
The latest version of x264 is used in our system to encode the image map, depth map, and warping
residues. We configure x264 as a real-time encoder to meet the requirement of our cloud gaming system.
Table 5.1 lists the parameters for a real-time configuration.
Table 5.1: Real-Time x264 Encoding Settings
Setting Description
--bframes 0 No bidirectional prediction
--rc-lookahead 0 No frame type and rate control
lookahead
--sync-lookahead 0 No threaded frame lookahead
--force-cfr Constant frame rate timestamp
--sliced-threads Sliced-based threading model
--tune zerolatency Implies all above real-time settings
--preset fast A good balance between speed
and quality
--keyint 4 Use small GOP size
The encoding of depth and residue is quite tricky in our current implementation. Our encoder produces
the depth map as a 16-bit grey scale image. Because the current x264 does not natively support 16-bit
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v1, I1
R_buf= {I1, I3}
v3, I3
v1, I1
R_buf= {I1, I3}
v3, I3
v2, I2
v1, I1
R_buf= {I3, I5}
v3, I3
v4, I4
v5, I5
Figure 5.6: An illustration of the generation of auxiliary frames
color, it automatically converts the depth map to 8-bit image before encoding it, which leads to huge quality
degradation. Therefore, we decompose the 16-bit depth map into two 8-bit sub-images: DH and DL. DH
contains the 8 more significant bits of every pixel and DL has the 8 less significant bits. Then we encode DH
with the lossless mode of x264 by setting --qp = 0. DL is encoded in a similar method to the image map.
The residue frame can not be directly encoded by x264 either because it is a 9-bit color image (the difference
of two 8-bit color image). Although x264 has the 9-bit support, we have found that in practice, the 9-bit
x264 encoding does not generate good quality results and expensive operations are needed to prepare the
9-bit residue frame for the x264 input. Hence, we are taking an alternative approach by creating a new 8-bit
image ∆+− with the same width but twice height. The upper part of ∆+− stores the pixels with positive
value in ∆ and the lower part has the negative pixels (reversed values). We use x264 to encode ∆+− with
the same parameters for image map and depth map.
We apply a hole filling technique in 3D image warping to fill all the holes with the color of their nearest
neighbors (Figure 5.4 shows two examples). In the implementation, we found out that the hole filling is
actually very important to our video coding method because the H.264/AVC encoder cannot effectively deal
with the warping residues caused by hole pixels. It usually results in using even more bits to encode the
residue of one hole pixel than the whole original image block. Other hole filling techniques proposed in
[43, 3] can also be tried.
We set the GOP size for R frame encoding to 1 to force that every R frame is encoded using intra-
prediction. This is because in the situation of mobile cloud gaming, the mobile networks are less likely to
provide reliable end-to-end transmission. We should set the GOP to a small number so that the system does
not take too long to read the next I frame if an I frame is lost. In our work, all W frames are dependent on
their reference R frame. Thus, a larger than 1 GOP size for R frame encoding can possibly be scaled up to a
huge loss when the network drops an intra-predicted R packets. Even though all R frames are encoded with
intra-prediction, our encoder can still suffer when the R frame of a long static sequence is lost. We consider
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Table 5.2: Default Encoding Settings
Setting Description
reqS = 1Mbps The target video bit rate
fR = 0.5 Half bit rate is allocated for R frames
Tdepth = 700 The threshold for depth encoding
R_GOP = 1 GOP for R frame encoding
W_GOP = 4 GOP for W frame residue encoding
warp_int = 4 Warping interval used only by the
fixed interval and dynamic interval
approaches
solving this problem in the future work by integrating different reliable transmission approaches.
5.5 Evaluation
In this section, we evaluate the performance of our proposed 3D image warping assisted video coding with
the prototype remote rendering system introduced in Chapter 3. BZFlag game is rendered on the server.
Since we currently only have implemented an off-line version encoder, we need to record the game video
first and then pass the raw frames to our encoder. We captured two game video sequences: pattern and
free-style. Pattern contains 315 frames, which is a 10 second play with four different motions (pan left, pan
right, move forward, and move backward) currently supported by the mobile client implemented by us. Four
motions are all played in the same pattern: pause for about one second and then move for about one second.
Free-style contains 4072 frames, which is a 2 minute 15 second video captured during the actual game play.
We encode two video sequences with three different scripts: fix single, dyn single, and dyn double, which
stand for three different frame selection strategies: fixed interval, dynamic interval, and double warping,
respectively. Table 5.2 lists the default setting for all scripts. We compare the results with the performance
of using x264 directly for real-time encoding. The x264 encoding is configured using the real-time setting in
Table 5.1. The default target bit rate is also set to 1Mbps. We present all experimental results in Figure
5.7.
The rate-distortion curves are presented in Figures 5.7(a) and 5.7(b). Both figures indicate that dyn double,
which stands for double warping optimization, has the best performance of all three approaches. It also out-
performs x264 for about 2-3 dB at any given rate. In Figure 5.7(c), we plot the PSNR value of every frame
in sequence pattern and we can see how each encoding approach actually works. The line of dyn double
shows periodic and prominent rises in PSNR because double warping uses the least number of R frames,
and allocates the highest rate to encode R frames. Therefore all frames in the static scene can benefit a lot.
However, since less bit rates are allocated for W frames, the PSNR of motion frames drop fast. For the first
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Figure 5.7: Experiment Results
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two motions (pan left and pan right), the frame quality can still maintain in a high level because double
warping can generate high quality warping results. For the last two motions (move forward and move back-
ward), the quality drops significantly because double warping can not correctly handle some special graphical
effects, such as shadows. Figure 5.8 is the frame number 300 (PSNR=24.35dB) in pattern sequence using
dyn double. It shows that that the major problem comes from the shadow on front ground.
Figure 5.8: Shadow problem for double warping
We also compare the performance under different setting parameters. For example, Figure 5.7(d) studies
the relationship between PSNR and the GOP size. The figure shows no obvious difference in encoding
quality of the proposed approaches with different GOP settings. However, the performance of x264 encoding
increases significantly as the GOP size increases, and can beat our best performance (dyn double) when
GOP size is 16. We also test different fR in Figure 5.7(e). Considering the line (dyn double) having the
best performance, the increase is less obvious for fR > 0.5. Thus, we keep selecting fR = 0.5 for all our
experiments because assigning less bit rate for W frame can deteriorate the frames with bad quality although
the average PSNR may increase.
Finally, the encoding and decoding complexity of the proposed coding method is evaluated. For video
encoding, each W frame runs 3D image warping (either single warping or double warping) and the encoding
of ∆. Each R frame needs to encode and decode I, DH , and DL. We plot the runtime of all components in
Figure 5.7(f) and find that 90% of DH and DL frames are encoded within 4 ms, and 90% of I, and ∆ frames
are encoded within 10 ms (experiments were run on a Linux server with an Intel i7 2.8Ghz CPU and 4GB
memory). Therefore, we believe there is enough room to optimize for 30 fps real-time encoding. For video
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decoding, we compare the overheads of our coding method with x264 decoding. Each R frame decodes I,
DH , and DL and each W frame runs 3D image warping and decodes ∆. Assuming the decoding time of ∆
and I is comparable to the decoding time of the original image frame, the added complexity of our method
over x264 is the decoding of I for auxiliary frames (a subset of R frames), the decoding of DH , DL for all
R frames, and the 3D image warping for every frame. Our experiments indicate that usually less than 10%
of all frames are selected as R frames and the 3D image warping operation can be optimized to as low as
1.7 ms per frame [93]. Therefore, we consider the overheads are acceptable. In addition, since our scheme is
on top of H.264, the decoder can take advantage of the hardware acceleration module. The extra memory
operations should not be a bottleneck as mobile devices become more and more powerful.
5.6 Discussion
The 3D image warping assisted video coding method can be easily integrated with other modules in the
proposed remote rendering system:
1. The depth image references generated for latency reduction can simply be encoded as R frames using
this coding method. When there is a camera motion, the reference that covers this motion can be
directly used to warp W frames. The coder only needs to adjust fR to allocate enough bits for the
“extra” R frames.
2. The double warping can be easily implemented in RRK. The design of RRK already has the APIs to
request the rendering program to render extra frames as multiple references, adding the function to
render auxiliary R frames will be straightforward.
3. The reference selection algorithms, especially the Reference Prediction Algorithm introduced in Chapter
4 can be reused in the coder to decide what is the best viewpoint to generate an auxiliary R frame.
4. The auxiliary R frames can also be regarded as a reference.
There are also limitations of our proposed video coding method. First, it only works with cloud gaming
systems or other remote rendering systems where the video encoder can extract graphics rendering contexts
from the rendering engine in real-time. It may not achieve the best performance in the motion intensive
games rendered in the third person perspective (e.g., real-time strategy and sports games) because the motion
in the video is not mainly caused by the movement of virtual cameras. Second, the coding performance of
the proposed video coding method drops fast if the majority of pixels in the image frames are animations,
foreground object movements, or special rendering effects (e.g., shadows). This is because the proposed
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video coding method relies on the warping residues to encode those pixels, which are allocated relatively less
bits to encode. Even though, we believe our coding method can still be attractive to cloud gaming service
providers. This is mainly because the first person perspective games usually require more intensive graphics
rendering and are more suitable for cloud gaming. For example, according to the current game catalog of
OnLive, more than half are the first person shooting, action, or racing games that can potentially benefit
from our coding scheme. In order to extend the proposed coding method for all games, we will pursue to
integrate the proposed warping assisted coding scheme as a coding mode into x264 (similar to intra/inter
mode), so that certain graphic effects, regions, and games can be encoded using traditional H.264 standard.
5.7 Summary
I have introduced the concept of using graphics rendering contexts in real-time video coding. Different from
the conventional video coding approach, my coder takes advantage of the pixel depth, rendering viewpoints,
camera motion patterns, and even the auxiliary frames that do not actually exist in the video sequence to
assist video coding. I have proved that the approach of integrating more components in the system has the
potential to outperform the state-of-art H.264/AVC coding tools in the real-time cloud gaming scenario.
The proposed coding method is novel in applying the rendering contexts and 3D image warping to assist
real-time video coding. Many concepts have been proposed by earlier researchers in different scenarios.
For example, Levoy [38] proposed to use polygons to assist JPEG/MPEG compression. 3D image warping
has been similarly applied for different purposes in various remote rendering systems [43, 3, 25] and other
applications [66, 50]. However, I believe I am the first to study using the rendering contexts to assist real-
time video coding in the area of remote rendering and cloud gaming, and I present the best solution so far
to integrate the graphics rendering contexts and IBR techniques into video coding.
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Chapter 6
Interactive Performance Monitor
There remains the last component of the proposed remote rendering system, performance monitor. Consid-
ering there have already been mature tools to monitor many aspects of system performance (such as network
bandwidth, CPU usage, etc.), my research only focuses on monitoring the interactive performance of the
remote rendering system.
Conventionally, latency is the metric to evaluate the interactive performance of the rendering system.
However, since my proposed remote rendering system can reduce the interaction latency by synthesizing
frames on the client, using latency only can no longer accurately measure the interactive performance of the
system. Therefore, a new metric called DOL (distortion over latency) is developed to work with a novel
run-time interactive performance monitor. In this chapter, the design details as well as the experiment
results of the real-device evaluation will be presented.
6.1 Introduction
The performance monitor module examines the information of system execution at run-time and adjusts
different parameters to adapt the rendering system to the available computing and networking resources.
Here we do not want to talk about how to detect network round trip time, available bandwidth, or CPU
usage because there have been numerous tools and methods developed for these purposes (e.g., [22]). Instead,
we focus on monitoring the interactive performance of the remote rendering system.
The interactive performance indicates how the system reposes to the user interactions. In the proposed
remote rendering system, there are several parameters directly related to the system interactive performance.
For example, fR in Section 5.3.3 determines how to allocate rate for R frame encoding. The parameter should
be set to a small value when the user does not interact much with the application and most frames are encoded
as W frames due to the unchanged rendering viewpoint. If the user changes viewpoint frequently, more AUX
frames are generated and encoded as R frames. In this case, fR should be set to a large value to guarantee
the quality of R encoding. Another example is the psnrresp used in reference selection algorithms (Chapter
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4). When the camera motion becomes intensive, a smaller psnrresp is demanded to generate the references
covering a larger reference range. These parameters can only be adjusted by the performance monitor based
on the user behaviors at run-time and the system interactive performance.
Traditionally, the interactive performance of a rendering system is evaluated by latency [19, 72, 90, 35, 12],
which is defined as the time from the generation of user interaction request till the appearance of response
image, same as the term interaction latency we used in this thesis. However, the metric is not sufficient to
evaluate the real interactive performance of the remote rendering system proposed in this thesis. Since the
mobile client is able to run 3D image warping algorithm to synthesize the image for the updated viewpoint
based on the received depth image references, it can respond immediately to any viewpoint change user
interaction. This post rendering technique reduces the interaction latency at the cost of increasing network
bandwidth usage and degrading rendering quality (regarding to the quality of the warping results), so that
interaction latency is no longer an effective performance metric. Instead, we need a new metric to combine
both latency and quality factors to measure the interactive performance.
There have been many related researches proposed in the history. Endo et al. [19] discovered two factors
of an interactive performance: interaction latency and throughput. Salzmann [69] studied combining multiple
parameters as a metric for QoS in real-time interaction over internet. Lamberti and Sanna [35] discussed in
depth about different factors that affect interaction latency in remote rendering. Some projects [43][27][78]
also studied the issue of rendering quality. In the previous chapters, we also used the metrics such as warping
error or reference range for performance evaluation.
In order to effectively monitor and compare the interactive performance of the proposed remote rendering
system, I propose a new interactive performance metric: DOL (distortion over latency) that integrates both
latency and quality. My work is different from previous works in integrating quality together with latency
as one metric to measure the interactive performance of remote rendering systems. I will also introduce how
the performance monitor can calculate DOL at runtime.
6.2 Distortion Over Latency
The new metric DOL should provide two abilities:
• Measure both the latency of interaction events and the rendering quality on mobile clients.
• Integrate two measurements into one result, the value of which can be used to evaluate interactive
performance.
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Figure 6.1: Images frames displayed on the mobile client of a remote rendering system. Distortion over
latency is the sum of difference between the actually displayed frames and the ideal frames during the
interaction latency
We first define several notations and concepts. Figure 6.1 shows an illustration of image frames received
and displayed on the mobile client in time sequence. Ivi (m ≤ i ≤ n − 1) denotes the frame i which is
rendered at viewpoint v on the rendering server. The user interaction that changes the viewpoint from v
to v+ happens right after the display of frame m. Frame n is the first frame that is rendered at v+ on the
rendering server. I˜i denotes the frames that are actually displayed on the mobile client. Since the metric
is not developed to server our own system, we consider both the systems with and without post-rendering
module (3D image warping). If the mobile client has a post rendering module, I˜i is the result frame of
re-rendering Ivi to the new viewpoint v
+. In our case,
⋃
k W
refk→v
+
i is displayed Otherwise, I˜i is identical
to Ivi .
We define frame interval ti (m + 1 ≤ i ≤ n − 1) as the time interval that frame i stays on the screen.
Note that the frame interval tm is defined in a different manner. For a post-rendering system, tm is the time
interval that I˜m appears on the screen. For a non-post-rendering system, tm is the time from the moment
of user interaction till the appearance of I˜m+1. Post-rendering latency PL is defined as the time from the
moment of user interaction till the appearance of I˜m. If the mobile client does not have any post rendering
module, then PL = 0. Update latency UL is defined as the time from the moment of user interaction till
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the appearance Iv
+
n . It can also be expressed as:
UL = PL+
n−1∑
x=m
tx (6.1)
According to the traditional definition of interaction latency, PL is the interaction latency for post-rendering
systems and UL is the interaction latency for non-post-rendering systems.
Rendering quality is determined by calculating the distortion between the actually displayed I˜i and the
corresponding ideal frame Iv
+
i , which is rendered at the correct viewpoint. The ideal frame is introduced for
distortion calculation only and it is not actually displayed or generated. The distortion between two image
frames is calculated by mean square error as follows:
D(I˜i, I
v+
i ) =
h∑
x=1
w∑
y=1
[I˜i(x, y)− Iv+i (x, y)]2
w · h (6.2)
where w and h are the width and height of the image, and I(x, y) is the intensity value of pixel (x, y) in the
image frame I.
We now define DOL (Distortion Over Lancy) as the total distortion of all image frames displayed during
the update latency UL.
DOL = 10 log10
MAX2I · UL
PL ·D(Ivm, Iv+m ) +
n−1∑
i=m
ti ·D(I˜i, Iv+i )
(6.3)
whereMAXI is the maximum possible pixel value of the image (e.g., 255 for 8-bit images). DOL is expressed
in terms of the logarithmic decibel scale so that the unit is dB.
According to Eq 6.3, the DOL score is determined by both latency and the quality of displayed images.
Either reducing the latency or increasing the post rendering quality leads to high DOL scores. Therefore, we
believe that the higher DOL score represents the better interactive performance. Since DOL is normalized
with image resolution, pixel value, and frame rate, the score can also be used to compare the interactive
performance of rendering systems with different configurations.
6.3 Run-time DOL Monitor
DOL can be easily calculated oﬄine by saving all system execution profiles. The difficulty of online moni-
toring is that the mobile client does not have Iv
+
i at runtime to calculate the distortion. In this section, we
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Figure 6.2: Framework of the remote rendering system with online interactive performance monitor
propose a light-weight scheme for our performance monitor to simulate all behaviors of the mobile client on
the rendering server and then calculate DOL at runtime. Figure 6.2 explains the framework of the proposed
run-time monitor and how data flows. Note that all the highlighted components belong to the performance
monitor module shown in Figure 3.6.
6.3.1 Client
The viewpoint manager needs to check for the current image frame number (m in Eq. 6.3) when user
interaction happens. The frame number together with the new viewpoint v+ are sent back to the rendering
server. In addition, a timer component should be added to record the post-rendering latency PL and all
frame interval tx and send back to the rendering server. The timer starts on the arrival of the user interaction
that changes v to v+, records the elapsed ticks every time when the mobile screen is updated, and stops when
the first frame Iv
+
n is displayed. However, in our implementation we notice that the v
+ (a set of float vectors
to indicate camera position, camera direction and camera up direction) on the mobile client can be slightly
different from the v+ processed on the rendering server due to the difference of floating point precision, and
the difference can keep the timer running forever. In order to resolve this problem, we introduce the concept
of viewpoint age. A 32-bit unsigned integer is assigned as the “age” to every viewpoint. The viewpoint age
increases upon user interaction. Every image frame inherits the viewpoint age from its rendering viewpoint.
Therefore, the timer module compares only the integer viewpoint age of the current mobile viewpoint and
the received frame rather than the float vectors.
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6.3.2 Server
Two history buffers are added on the rendering server to store both source content frames and rendering
results frames. The buffer size is determined by the maximum possible update latency and the rendering
frame rate. For example, if rendering frame rate is 10 fps and the maximum possible update latency is 2
seconds, the buffer should store no less than 20 frames. Two buffers are organized as FIFO queues. The
source history buffer is connected to a rendering engine and the result history buffer is connected to a post
rendering module identical to the one on the mobile client (if the mobile client does not have post rendering
support, the result history buffer outputs the saved frames directly). Under the control of viewpoint manager,
the source history buffer can generate the history frame rendered at the correct viewpoint (Iv
+
x ) and the
result history buffer can generate the history frame exactly displayed on the mobile client (I˜x). The distortion
of these two frames are calculated and sent to the DOL module. The viewpoint manager initiates the DOL
calculation when the new viewpoint information and the frame number (m in Eq. 6.3) arrive. Meanwhile, it
checks the current frame number (n in Eq. 6.3) in the rendering engine because it is the first frame rendered
at the updated new viewpoint. Both frame numbers (m, n) together with PL and tx are passed to the DOL
module to calculate the DOL score at runtime.
Our runtime DOL calculation scheme is light-weight for the mobile client and network usage. Neither
timer recording nor the network transmission of extra data can cause noticeable performance degradation.
The added components and functions on the rendering server may double the computation workload. How-
ever, given the assumption that the rendering server has abundant computing resources, our scheme should
not impair the rendering performance of the server. In the worst case, all DOL calculation related compo-
nents can be deployed in an individual workstation so that the server for rendering is not affected.
6.4 Evaluation
In this section, we demonstrate that DOL, although looks simple, actually works well. Our experiments try to
prove that given two rendering systems, the one with higher DOL score has better interactive performance.
We set up a remote rendering system with different configurations which result in different interactive
performance, run experiments for all configurations, and compare the collected DOL scores with the actual
performance.
Experiments are running on remote rendering system prototype introduced in Section 3.4. A 3D image
warping module has been implemented to provide post rendering support. The prototype can work in three
different rendering modes:
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• Image Streaming: the rendering server sends only the 2D image of the rendering result. The client
simply displays the received image on the screen. The interactive performance of this rendering mode
degrades as the network delay increases.
• Single Warping: the rendering server sends one depth image (including color map and depth map) per
frame. The client displays the color map if the received frame is rendered at the correct viewpoint.
Otherwise, the client warps the depth image to the correct viewpoint using 3D warping algorithm. This
rendering mode uses the synthesized images which have warping holes (Figure 3.3) to compensate the
interaction latency. It is expected to have better interactive performance than image streaming when
using the same network.
• Double Warping: the rendering server generates two carefully selected depth images per frame based
on the reference selection algorithms proposed in Chapter 4. The client warps both depth images to
the current rendering viewpoint if neither can be displayed directly. This rendering mode can generate
the warping results with less holes (Figure 3.5) and should have the best interactive performance of
all three modes when using the same network.
Given the same network condition, the interactive performance the three rendering modes can be ranked as:
Double warping > Single warping > Image streaming1.
The rendering server runs on a workstation that has an AMD Phenom II 3.2GHz quad-core CPU, 4GB
memory, an Nvidia GeForce 9800GT GPU, and connects to the Gbps ethernet university network. The
mobile client has been implemented to run on Apple iOS platforms. Three different setups are selected to
run all experiments:
• Simulator : the mobile client runs on an iPhone simulator hosted by an Apple MacBook laptop. The
host machine has a dual-core CPU, 2GB memory, and connects to the university network through
802.11n Wi-Fi.
• Wi-Fi : the mobile client runs on an Apple iPhone 4 smartphone. The phone connects to the university
network through 802.11g Wi-Fi.
• 3G: the mobile client runs on an Apple iPhone 4 smartphone. The phone connects to Internet through
3G (HSDPA/UMTS) network operated by AT&T.
Table 6.1 shows the SpeedTest2 results of the network used in three setups above. Ping denotes the network
roundtrip time between server and client. Download and upload characterize the practical network bandwidth
1A > B means A leads to better interactive performance than B
2http://www.speedtest.net
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Table 6.1: SpeedTest Results of Three Network Setups
Simulator Wi-Fi 3G
Ping (ms) 8 43 248
Download (Mbps) 61.75 9.91 2.02
Upload (Mbps) 7.85 7.73 0.71
available for communication. The network with short roundtrip time and high bandwidth is expected to
deliver better interactive performance than the network with long roundtrip time and low bandwidth. Thus,
we can rank these setups as: Simulator >Wi-Fi > 3G.
Two applications bunny and taichi are used for experiments. Both applications are rendered on the server
at a fixed resolution of 480×320. Color images are compressed with JPEG and depth images are compressed
with ZLIB. TCP protocol is used to guarantee the reliable transmission. The static model bunny is either
re-rendered every second or updated when any user interaction changes the rendering viewpoint. The 3D
video taichi is rendered at a constant frame rate of 8 fps with one exception that when the rendering server
is on double warping mode and the mobile client connects through 3G, only 5 fps can be achieved due to
the limited bandwidth. Table 6.2 lists the actual network bandwidth used in our experiments for different
configurations.
Table 6.2: Network Bandwidth (Kbps)
Image Stream. Single Warp. Double Warp.
Bunny 56 496 992
Taichi 320 1024 2048
For each run of our experiment, we send the same group of user interaction requests to the mobile client
with a fixed interval of 10 seconds and last for 10 minutes. The user interaction either translates or rotates
the rendering viewpoint. The interaction is controlled by script so that the same request is always sent at
the same time for every experiment run.
Table 6.3: Interaction Latency (ms)
Simulator Wi-Fi 3G
Image Bunny 40 255 449
Streaming Taichi 285 474 610
Single Bunny 17 161 144
Warping Taichi 16 156 143
Double Bunny 18 177 161
Warping Taichi 16 154 146
We present the data collected in our experiments in Table 6.3, 6.4, and 6.5 to summarize the average
interaction latency, the average update latency, and average DOL score, respectively. We list interaction
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Table 6.4: Update Latency (ms)
Simulator Wi-Fi 3G
Image Bunny 40 255 449
Streaming Taichi 285 474 610
Single Bunny 70 367 847
Warping Taichi 256 521 746
Double Bunny 122 377 1038
Warping Taichi 274 536 931
Table 6.5: Distortion Over Latency
Simulator Wi-Fi 3G
Image Bunny 37.91 29.84 27.39
Streaming Taichi 35.65 33.44 32.34
Single Bunny 38.47 30.25 28.04
Warping Taichi 42.13 36.60 35.98
Double Bunny 40.00 31.12 30.52
Warping Taichi 43.37 37.15 36.33
latency in the table to compare with our proposed metric DOL. As we have discussed previously in this
chapter, interaction latency equals to UL for image streaming mode and equals to RL for other two warping
modes.
From the data in the tables, we can find the interaction latency works well for the image streaming
mode. According to the interaction latency numbers in the first row, Simulator >Wi-Fi > 3G (the shorter
latency means better performance). However, it fails to work for two warping modes. The interaction latency
numbers in last two rows lead to incorrect ranks: 3G > Wi-Fi, Single warping > Double warping.
Our proposed DOL does a much better job in ranking all cases. Comparing the DOL scores in every row
and column, we can easily conclude that Simulator >Wi-Fi > 3G, and Double warping > Single warping
> Image streaming. These conclusions perfectly match our experiment expectations.
6.5 Summary
We have introduced how to design a run-time performance monitor to evaluate the interactive performance of
a remote rendering system. A new metric DOL is proposed as a better method than interaction latency only
to accurately measure the interactive performance of the remote rendering system that uses post-rendering
techniques to reduce latency.
Although we have not evaluated DOL quantitatively or correlated it with a meaningful scale, the current
qualitative research on DOL is already sufficient enough to help the performance monitor to adjust remote
rendering parameters. There are many places we can improve the metric in the future. First, MSE is not
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the best metric for image quality evaluation. We can test more image assessment tools, like SSIM, for the
metric. Second, the human reaction to the interaction latency is not linear. For example, the system user
is not sensitive to the latency if it is less than a threshold [12]. The next version of DOL should take this
fact into consideration. Third, the current study of DOL is still limited in using the metric to measure
which system has the better interactive performance. However, a complete evaluation also requires some
quantitative studies to correlate the numbers in DOL score with the difference of interactive performance that
human can perceive. Thus, more subjective tests should be carried out to better understand the connections
between DOL scores and user satisfaction.
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Chapter 7
Conclusion
7.1 Achievements
This thesis research started from a simple idea of using the powerful server to improve the 3D graphics
rendering experience on mobile devices, and ended with a neat low-latency remote rendering design, a
prototype system that runs different applications on real devices. Here I summarize the major achievements
and results of my thesis work:
1. I compared different remote rendering technologies and found out that using multiple reference is the
most appropriate approach for low-latency rendering on mobile devices.
2. I designed a remote rendering system using the Multi Depth Image approach and practiced with a
prototype system implementation.
3. I converted the latency reduction into a reference selection problem and proposed several solutions,
including the Reference Prediction Algorithm that fits the real-time rendering system.
4. I discovered the idea of using graphics rendering engine to generate auxiliary frames for the purpose
of encoding other frames more efficiently.
5. I developed a novel real-time video coder, that achieves better rate-quality performance compared with
the state-of-art H.264 coding tool in the real-time coding scenario.
6. I proposed a new metric that combines both latency and rendering quality for interactive performance
evaluation and tested the metric with different system setups.
7.2 Discussion and Future Work
This thesis work proves that the remote rendering design using multiple depth images can effectively reduce
the interaction latency. However, the current solution still has several limitations:
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• 3D image warping only works the user interactions that change the rendering viewpoint, but does not
help the movements of the foreground objects.
• The image based rendering techniques can not handle special graphical effects correctly, such as shadow
effects (Figure 5.8).
• The user interaction that controls the avatar action can not be supported at all using the current
remote rendering system.
The future work towards the a better remote rendering design should take more advantage of the increas-
ing graphics rendering capability and networking bandwidth for the mobile client. Although the development
of mobile chip in the next decade may not be enough to replace desktop GPU in running complex 3D graph-
ics, it will be able to share more workloads rather than justing running an image based rendering algorithm.
The next generation of wireless technologies may not be able to reduce the network latency much, but will
surely provide larger bandwidth for the remote rendering system to stream more data in real-time. I believe
the following lessons I have learned from this thesis work will be useful for the future research in this area.
• Computation distribution hides latency: The idea of creating an image-based representation of
the original 3D graphics scene on the server, and using this image-based representation to synthesize
high quality display image on the client does not reduce the network latency, but hides the latency with
the computation collaboration on both sides. The nature of creating an image-based representation
for the original 3D graphics scene is to distribute the rendering computation between the server and
the client. For different computation and bandwidth resources, such computation distribution should
be adjusted accordingly to fully utilize the resources and achieve the best performance.
• The context information always helps. The contexts include not only the information already
created and available, but also the information which can be created with the existing sources. However,
the second type of context information can easily be omitted because it does not exist. I have shown
that creating extra frames can actually improve the video coding performance in this thesis, I believe
such concepts will be helpful in many other areas.
• New programming model for cloud and mobile convergence. The best remote rendering
performance requires the application developers to be involved front he beginning. The developer
should be aware of the new server-client architecture and how latency is generated. The development
of the remote rendering applications should divide all computing tasks according to their computation
and latency requirements, and distribute to the appropriate sites. For example, the client can directly
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perform low-computation tasks and the latency insensitive tasks leave on the server. Only the tasks
that require low-latency and high-computation need to be specially treated. New programming models
and tools will be needed in the future for implementing these ideas.
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